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Baseball is back! Special preview on the 1994 UCF Golden Knights - insert
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Parking fee increase still hot
topic among staff and sb.ldents ·
0 A 10 percent

•

parking fee increase
has been proposed by
the Parking and
Traffic Advisory
Committee.
by JENNIFER LUPO

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Staff writer

About 20 students and staff Marlin, president of Student
members attended the meeting of Government Association, said he
the Parking and Traffic Advisory had believed he would be given
Committee held in the Visual Arts ample time to inform students of
Building Auditorium Jan. 28.
the January meeting's time and
A major topic on the agenda location. He had also assumed the
was a presentation/discussion on meeting would be held at a time
the proposed 10-percent fee and place easily-accessible to
increase for parking decals by students, he said.
Chief of Campus Police Richard
Marlin said he was given notice
Turkiewicz.
of the meeting one week before the
The proposal for the parking- first scheduling. He was also told
f ee increase was originally the meeting was scheduled to meet
introduced in a memo from in the conference room of the
Director of Parking Services Ina Institute for Simulation and
Carpenter, sent to Committee Training in Research Park.
Chair Debbie Goff one day before
According to Marlin, he then
the last Parking and Traffic spoke with Carpenter, who told
Advisory meeting of Dec. 8 of last Marlin the meeting could not be
year. At that meeting, another held on campus until the General
meeting was planned for ,late Counsel was consulted. Marlin said
January, but no date was made.
he was also told a police officer
Due to complications and would be posted outside the
misunderstandings, this past building to insure that no students
meeting was re-scheduled from a· entered the building. Marlin said
prior date.
he then referred to Florida Sunshine
Committee member Chris Laws which make provisions for

D The planned road's
path will threaten
endangered plants, bu t
administration argues it
is necessary.
by STEPHANIE COPES

•

•

Plans were recently unveiled
by UCF administration to build a
road linking one end of Gemini
Boulevard to the other through·
the tree-filled arboretum, providing a complete circle around the
campus.
The plans for the road, which
would provide motorists better
access to a proposed sports complex in the rear of the school
scheduled to begin construction
in October, have students and
members of the community in an
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See PARKING,page 3

Activist fights consbuction of new road

Stiff writer

•

open meetings for such
committees.
Notice was given to students
and ads were run in the
newspaper promoting the newlyscheduled meeting, which had
been moved on campus to the
Visual
Arts
Building
Auditorium.
According to Carpenter's
memo, the reason for the
proposed fee-increase was to pay
for debt service or interest on a
proposed parking garage.
At the meeting Turkiewicz
said the need for the increase
was future planning.
Carpenter explained that all
the parking lots on campus do
not fill during peak-class times;
for example: the lots near the
Arena, he said, fill to 10 percent
of their capacity.
Turkiewicz explained,
however, that in buildings such

Sea11 Pern. · rret.i; mt·m. ·
from it all - and b; glad
to be back
page R4
~

uproar.
"It's an absolute abomination,"
said Dick Joslyn, a local activist
with Eco-Action, an environmental organization in Orlando. "That
road will slice right through precious wetlands in the arboretum

••

The road is the vision of
the future. God forbid
the environment should
stand in the way of
progress.
- Dick Joslyn
Environmental activist
and will severely endanger a beautiful cypress dome there. The en vironmental damage this road will
cause will be immeasurable."
Said Linda Reale, a member of

UCF's Environmental Society4'
"I understand that progression
of the university is important,
but we should preserve the natural lands we have on campus."
The arboretum, part of UCF
since 1983, is unique of any
school .in the state. Its 82 acres
of wetlands, pine scrub, oak
hammocks, and cypress domes
provide a living classroom for
sLudents to study hundreds of
plant and animal species, some
of them exotic or endangered,
up close in a natural habitat.
Joslyn is concerned the
whole arboretum will be in danger if the road goes through.
"The arboretum is being sacrificed to sports," said Joslyn.
"That's all the school administration cares about. The state
distributes money to colleges
SH NEW ROAD, page 3

In Opinion
lJCF's si.1.1/i proposed
parking i11crease i11 as
ma11.l·.l·ears w1warra11ted
page 8

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
suspended for hazing
by RACHEL L1CORTE
Steff writer

One of UCF' s largest fraternities has been suspended as the result -of an alleged hazing incident
on Oct. 24.
Seven members of Sigma Alpha Epsilon have been accused by
UCF administration of taking three
pledges to an off-campus site, tying and hanging them upside down,
and then urinating on them.
The fraternity has been suspended for seven months, and four

''

Hazing is not to be
tolerated on our campus.
- Dr. Garth Jenkins
associate dean of
students
of the members involved have already been expelled from the fraternity.
Also as a result, SAE will not
be allowed to participate in any
campus events or activities until
the fall.
The fraternity has suspended
50 of its 90 members, keeping
only those who have the best academic r~cords, involvement and
commitment to the university and
fraternity.
News

Opinion
Classified

The remaining 40 members will
participate in leadership training,
gender sensitivity classes and antihazing seminars.
Numerous calls to SAE seeking
comment were not returned.
Dr. Garth Jenkins, the associate
dean of students, is the judiciary
officer handling this case. Jenkins
said the process of interviews to
determine university action, such as
expulsion, against the seven fraternity members are now underway.
"This is the first time an organization at UCF has encountered these
kinds of penalties," said Dean
McFall, assistant director for public
affairs.
Student Affairs will be studying
SAE' s progress, and will be making
judgements through the summer
tenn on their improvement.
The fraternity will be required to
report monthly to Greg Mason, administrative director for Greek affairs, before it will be considered
for reinstatement.
Jenkins said the university is continuing an educational program on
hazing to discourage other organizations from hazing.
McFall said he has no way of
knowing ifotherfraternities on campus are hazing, but said that "we
keep a close eye on any student
organization that is suspected of violating any rules."
"Hazing is not to be tolerated on
our campus," Jenkins said.
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'llnitecf Campus Ministry
at 'UC!!
United Campus Ministry is a combined effort of a wide variety of religious persuasions to
provide professional personnel who will encourage spiritual, moral and social opportunities in a spiritual context within the University community.
We are the accredited ministries of the University of Central Florida, and recognized by the
University to provide religious and spiritual programming and guidance to the University
of Central Florida community.
We offer:
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.:•• • • • • • •Denominational
Worship _
.

.

Prayer a~d Scripture Study
Fellowship and Recreation
Community Service Projects
Mission Opportunities
Personal Counsel
Peer-Counselling
Campus-Wide Seminars
Vocational· Guidance

•

•

I
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United Campus Ministry Members:
Baha'i Faith Community
Sheri Dressler
PH 208
823-5000

lnterVarsity Christian
Fellowship

Seventh-Day Adventist
Church

Jeanne Bostick
SC 207
823-5336

Geoff Greaves .
SC 206
823-5335

Jewish Student Union

Advent House
823-7714

•

Baptist Student Union
Rev. Byron Kirkpatrick
SC 207
823-5336

Dr. Moshe Pelli
FA 550
823-5039

Campus Crusade for Christ
Kevin and Gretchen Scoleri
826-2529

Lutheran Campus Ministry
Dr. Fred Schramm
657-4556

Catholic Campus Ministry
Fr. Brendan Gillan
SC 226
823-5337

Mormon Church
Carl Shaffer
366-6220

Episcopal Campus Ministry
Dr. Ashmun Brown
AD 395-D
823-2482

Grace and Truth Chapel ·
Ministry
Dr. Willy Sawiris
275-3539

International World
Outreach
Rev. Robert and Ann Sullivan
SC 226
823-5337

Presbyterian Church USA.
Dr. Rod Pinder
568-3111

Reformed University
Fellowship {PCA)
Danny Kerley
661-1344

Pastor Bill Crofton
644-5000

•

University Congregational
Church
Dr. Lloyd Larsen
657-4278

•

United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Stephen Binkley
SC 206
823-5335

•

Wekiva Assembly of God

•

David Munizzi
774-0777

•

Young Life Alumni
Leadership
Dr. Lloyd Larsen
657-4278

•
•

..
If you have any questions, or desire more information about any of these organizations, please stop by our offices
in the Student Center rooms 206, 207, and 226, or call 823-5335.

..
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Parking decal fee increase proposed for UCF
time for this committee to be
established.
as Visual Arts other phases are
Azita Dashtaki from Facilities
planned which will take away from Planning answered that there are
the parking spaces currently certain steps necessary to planning
available.
such a garage and that contractors
One spoken concern at the and drawings had not even been
meeting was that students and staff considered yet.
would not willingly pay an increase
Turkiewicz further explained that
in parking-decal fees to provide estimates for the first parking·garage
money for a second parking garage were also made in 1992 when
when no evidence of the first was building in Orlando was at its lowest
visible.
He said the current cost for a parking
Turkiewicz explained a planning garage is $6.5 million and that the
committee for the garage, which he increase in parking fees was
said would take 18 months to necessary in order to save the 20
construct, had been established in percent necessary to get a loan for a
December.
second parking garage.
One question from the audience
During the debate over an
was why had it taken such a long increase last year Richard Brown,

•
I

•

'
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An auto insurance

assistant
manager of
parking
services,
said, "The
parking
service
committee

PARKING, from page 1

h

a

µme-up could
gwe your µi.oney
]]Ore mileage.

s

Turkiewicz

recommenced
that after this
.. . increase there will be no more
decal parking increases until the
year 1999."
At the end of the meeting no
decision had been made and no vote
had been taken. Because of this, the
increase will have to be discussed at
the next meeting, which has not
been scheduled.

~3

•

going to go through. It will be damaging to the wetlands, but the current plan for the road is less damaging than the original one. The original plan called for the road to be built
farther to the east, and that would
have encroached cm far more wetlands and endangered more plants
and animals than the current plan.'"'
According to Whittier, the plan
to build the road is not new.
"We've known about it for several years," Whittier said. "I think
they've planned for it since UCF's
beginning. The road is shown on all
the school's future land use maps."
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Licensed, Award Wmnmg
Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS

Individual expression with
.f .
a 11 etime guarantee

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups

Joslyn said, "The road is the
vision of the future. God forbid the
environment should stand in the
way of progress." .
Whittier thinks if more students
were aware of the arboretum, administration would be less likely to
infdnge upon it in the future.
"I'd really like to see more students come out and visit the arboretum," said Whittier.
"Most students don't know it's
here," he said. "Students need to
realize the arboretum is here for
them, to educate them about the
environment."

14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

Woody Dudley, D.V.M.
Birds, cats, dogs, reptiles and exotics.
*Special rates for students, f acuity and staff*
Mitchell Hammock Veterinary Clinic
45 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, Fl 32765

Telephone (407) 366-7323
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Mike Rosenberg (Agent)
Dan Browne (Agent)
11867 Ea.'t Colonial Dr.
Orlando. FL 32826
(407) 823-8855

Construction of new road challenged
NEW ROAD, from page 1
and universities largely based on
what kind offootball team they have.
When the sports complex is built, if
people use it, it will create more
prestige for the football team,
thereby generating more revenues
for the school, and to hell with the
environment."
While Dr. Henry Whittier, director of the arboretum, agreed the road
will be damaging, he also acknowledged its necessity.
"They've got to have the road,"
said Whittier, who has run the arboretum for the past I 0 years. "It's

~~:
,__ , r(~Imight be able to save you some money. Stop by soon andm.
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TAX REFUND
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Double meat available at extra cost.
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT THIS LOCATION
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BUYING A CAR?
FOR HONEST, MONEY SAVING ADVICE ON:
CAR SHOPPING TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
CURRENT PRICES ON NEW AND USED VEHICLES
VEHICLE DEPENDABILITY RECORDS
CAR LOANS

CALL:
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Jim Bruner (407) 872-1200
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Hazing national problem for universities
National Student News Service

Ron Binder is about the last
person a party-hearty University of
Georgia fraternity brother wants to
see standing on the front steps of the
fraternity house at 3 a.m.
Nightmare city.
For bleary-eyed fraternity men,
the appearance of the hasitl y-dressed
Binder can only mean one thing:
Somebody has called the Hazing
Hotline.
Binder, the university's adviser
to fraternities, has to be one of the
most respected, yet most feared, officials among the 2,000 fraternity
brothers on campus.
An anonymous phone call to his
24-hour hotline, which played a key
role in cracking two major hazing
incidents this past spring, can make
or break a fraternity.
Sigma Phi Epsilon received a fiveyear suspension from the campus
when an underage pledge almost
died from guzzling nearly a fifth of
whiskey. Kappa Alpha Psi was also
suspended after an investigator from
its national headquarters discovered
that a pledge needed surgery from
severly inflamed buttocks resulting
from a paddling incident.
The hotline, which is nothing
more than a phoneline to Binder at
his Greek Life office and to his home
in the evenings, has caught the attention of other university officials
throughout the country who want to
use it as a model.
"I know Auburn has one, and
Florida, and Florida State and Indiana University are seriously thinking about it," Binder said.
Binderdoesn'tmind being roused
from a sound sleep by worried brothers, parents and girlfriends, he said.
His wife is not thrilled about the
phone calls, he says, but for him, it's
all part of the job. Ifhe can interrupt
a hazing incident, or any other kind
of misconduct, he doesn 't mind the
lack of sleep.
The success of the Hazing Hotline
-he's received as many as 10 calls in
one pledge period-is because Binderpromises anonymity to callers, he
said. He investigates as many as six
incidents a month.
"We tell them we don 't need
names. We ask 'what is the behavior? and give us the chapter name.'

We try to make is as easy as pos- years ago what was considered
sible," Binder said, noting that un- tolerable behavior, including cruel
less information is corroborated, it or destructive acts, is now known
can be a struggle for the university as hazing and has become increasingly less acceptable among frato take measures to intervene.
"I really got the idea from my ternity members.
"Now doing all this stuff does
mother," said Binder. "She had a
friend whose son was joining a not guarantee that we will get rid
fraternity elsewhere in the country, of hazing. It does increase the
and he called my mom about some odds, however, of reducing the
things he was worried about. She number of incidents and the seadvised his to call the dean's office verity of incidents," Binder said.
A hazing hotline only works as
at his school. But they told him that .
a
supplement
to a strong educahe had to identify himself."
Binder said that very few of the tional program, he said, and a very
hotline calls are bogus; however, clear hazing policy. He cited the
some callers don't take the time to university's policy of banning 14
stay on the phone and give him specific behaviors that are spe1led
enough information to follow up out to "take the guesswork out of
hazing."
with the fraternity.
Fraternity members on the
The calls that Binder receives
Georgia
campus must attend alcousually come in after the incident.
hol
abuse,
date rape and liability
However, Binder has received calls
seminars
every
year and fraterabout incidents about to happen,
nity
presidents
have
to sign hazand that's when he makes an apiIJ.g
contracts
that
hold
the organipearance at the fraternity house.
zation
accountable
for
almost a11
"We try to make certain the commisconduct
within
the
fraternity
plaint is credible. Then we docuhouse.
ment the phone call before we say
"There are two kinds of hazanything to the fraternity," he said.
ing:
It's either on the organizaMark Scobee, president of Pi
level where a chapter has a
tional
Kappa Alpha fraternity, called
traditional activity that's against
Binder's hotline a "double-edged
policy, and then there are indisword," and though most fraternity
viduals," Binder said. "These are
men on the campus support it, it can
the ones who try to mold the
leave fraternities vulnerable to false
pledges.
charges.
"I tell presidents: 'Make a list
"It really has helped to stop hazof the top 10 that don't pay their
ing at the university, but you can get
dues, don't show up for formal
phony calls," Scobee said. "They events, don't go to rush, don't
don't ask your name, you know.
keep up their grades. These are
But I think Ron has a good feel for , the l 0 people who probably are
' what he should believe and what he hazing, and the chapters can do
shouldn't."
without these people."
Scobee said :tfatemity presidents
Bfoder said the hotline could
at the university are strongly op- have legal ramifications if it is not
posed to hazing, and "it has been handled very careful1y. Individuheading that way for a while."
als could hold the university reThe Hazing Hotline number is sponsible is they prove .they rewidely published throughout the ported behavior that resulted in
university. It is sent to residential injury or harm to someone and
assistants, faculty, and is even dis- nothing was done about it.
tributed to residential homes and
"Some people are hiding bebusinesses that are situated within a hind their fraternity, and
block of a University of Georgia unfortunaltely, the officers have
fraternity house. Information is also to be accountable for these jerks.
sent to parents.
The presidents are great. They take
"It lets people know there is a a stand and say, 'Look, we we11
policy," Binder said.
not put up with any of this crap,'
Binder noted that there has been and these guys say, "I' 11 do it
an evolution in people's thinking anyway. I just won't tel1 anyone,"
about hazing, and that only a few Binder said.
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At Kinko's you'll find the computers, printers and software
you need to meet challenging deadlines.
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$29.95 PROFESSIONAL RESUME PACKAGE
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$29.95 Professional Resume Package includes one page typeset and provided to you on disk,
25copiesonfinestationery,25matchingblanksheets(forcoverletters)an·d2Senvelopes(#lO).
Offer good only at Kinko's listed. One coupon per customer. Not valid with otheroffers. Good
through 2128/94.
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Open 24 hours
658-9518
I 12215 University Blvd.
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NEW YORK - As a record
number of international students
were enrolled in U.S. institutions
for the 1992-93 academic year,
rew.ember: Every day airliners
leave for all parts of the world with
students aboard.

CORRECTION ~ In thet'""}
Jan. 6 issue of The. C~httdl i!:·
Florida Future QRPifg~ :$ i~~.:.: .
a building under construe:~ : . ·
tion was mistakenly idertti-·,.:.
fied as a future parking
:'.,
garage. The building,
located behind the Biology
building, will contain
offices and classrooms.

The Institute of International
Education found in its recent
survey that a record number of
American students studied abroad
for credit in 1992-93, the most
recent data available.
Of the 71,154 U.S. students
who studied abroad, 71 percent of
them went to Europe, followed
by Latin America (12 percent),
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BOOK SMART
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Asia (6 percent) and Oceania(3
percent).
Great Britain received the most at
28 percent, followed by France (12
percent),Spain(lOpercent)andltaly,
(8 percent). A majority of Americans
studyingabroad-63percent-were
female. Twenty percent of all the
students majored in the humanities
and 17 percent in the social sciences.
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Record number of students study abroad
N1tlonal Student News Service
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"It has been proposed that after funding a parking garage, students would be forced to
pay to park in the garage and a parking sticker. Do you think thafs fair?" ·

"I don't
think that
is fair, if
they are
going to
charge you
for
a
sticker and
charge you
to park in the garage it's not
right."
Lizmarie Rodriguez
electrical engineering,
sophomore

"I dido 't know it already
cost too much for the sticker,
at Valencia Community Col-

lege I did not
have to pay
anything.
That's the
way it should
be here."
Darlene
Pluviose
psychology,
junior

"If they are taking money to
fund the garage from current
funds, asking students to pay now
is not right."
Carnot Evans
mechanical engineering,
junior

have resumed investment in South
Africa, including Ale, Columbia,
HANOVER, N.H. -Dartmouth Duke and Northwestern universiCollege's Board of Trustees ap- . ties.
proved a repeal to its policy proThe 1989 decision to halt inhibiting investments in companies vestment in South Africa followed
doing business in South Africa.
a decade of campus controversy
The recommendation was made about investment in South Africa:
by the college's Council on InvesThe council, which consists of
tor Responsibility after political faculty, students and alumni, bechanges taking place in South Af- gan its discussion of reinvestment
rica that could n:iean the elimina- in South Africa earlier in. April
tion of apartheid.
1993. Their recommendation folBy repealing its 1989 vote for lows an address by African Nadivestment, Dartmouth joins a tional Congress leader Nelson

A Leisure Resource Company 11

Low Airfares, Cheap Car Rentals
Great Hotel Rates

"At the university I attended we
paid for the
parking
sticker but
not for any
garage. "
Barbara
Mcconnell
adjunct professor,
exceptional education

located on Aloma at St. Andrews
in the Crealde Executive Mall
2431 ALOMA AVENUE • SUITE 130
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
CALL (407) '677-9285 OR 1-800-392-8253
~-~--~~·
~~~~~~,

7fMBSARK
.

DISCOUNT PET CENTER

iF WE CAN'T GET rr_.NCWf DIDN'T BRING rr-··

"It is kind of outrageous
charging to park out here."
Doug Breit
psychology, senior

Darmouth reconciles
with South Africa
growing list of universities that

National Student News Service

11

290-1088
West Orlando
New K-mart Plaza
Silverstar & Hiawassee

Mandela to the United Nations on
Sept. 23. The address called for the
United States and other countries
to end economic sanctions against
South Africa so there can be an
economic recovery. Mandela also
urged educational institutions to
reinvest in companies doing business in South Africa.
According to Dartmouth's
policy, its trustees will continue to
monitor companies in which the .
college invests. Dartmouth currently has an endowment of $750
million.

657-0747
East Orlando Superstore
K-mart Plaza
Goldenrod & University

New Management and staff
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NEWS BITS
..

0 The Wesly Foundation United

0 UCF Chinese New Year Celebra-

Methodist Campus Ministry and
UnitedCampusMinistrywill besponsoring a teleconference titled "BeyondRacism, TheThingsThatMake
For Peace:· The teleconference airs
Feb.2at8p.m.intheWildPizza. The
evening wi 11 start at 7 :30 p.m. will) a
pre-teleconference discussion. Find
out how you can make a difference at
UCF. For more information, contact
Steve Binkley 823-5335.

tion will beheldFriday,Feb.4,at8:30
p.m. in the Auditorium in the Visual
Arts Building at UCF. The International Student and Chinese Student
associations and the Mui ti cultural Club
have invited SPLENDID CHINA to
join in a campus celebration of the
Chinese New Year, (the year of the
dog - 4692). Admission is free for
UCF students, $4 for all others. The
proceeds from the evening will be
donated to a Chinese student scholarship fund. The New Year celebration
is open to everyone. The Orlando
community, UCFfaculty and staff are
most welcome and encouraged to attend. For more information contact
Joanna McCully 823-5504.

0 NATURE ENTHUSIASTS- The
City of Orlando Recreation Bureau
presentsNatureatNoon. Thiseducational presentation, which will be
heldatLangfordParkNeighborhood
Center, features the topic "Forestry in
the '90s." Learn about cutting edge
forestry practices and the latest trends
in sustainable forestry from Orange
County Forester, Dave Wentzel. This
event takes place Tuesday, Feb. 8 at
noon. The cost is free. Bring a bag
lunchandenjoywalkinginLangford
park after the presentation. Langford
Park Neighborhood Center is IQCated
at 1808 E. Central Blvd. For further
information,contactParksNaturalist
246-2348.
0 The Society o~Profe sional Journali ts tiolds the first meeting of the
year Thursday, Feb. 3rd, 2 to 4 p.m.
in the Humanities andFineArtsBuilding, room 206. Special Guests Mike
LuddenandSteveBenywillbe peaking on the story that earned them a
Pulitzer Prize. All are welcome to
attend, for more information call
Ro ibel at 823-2611.

0 The City of Orlando Wellness Pr~
gram and National Dance Exercise
Instructors Training Association are
c~sponsoring two outstanding public
trainingeventsonFeb.12and 13atthe
Northwest Community Center, 3955
CountryClubDr.OnFeb.12, features
will be exercise science. injury prevention, basic nutrition, low impact
and high intensity aerobics. On the
next day features will be postural
alignment and high risk exerrises
relates to step aerobics, step guidelines and choreography. Both
workshops include: six American
Council on Exercise continuingeducation credits, a review , a written exam, a comprehensive
manuaL certificate and more.
Space is limited. For registration
information call 1-800-AEROBIC.
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UCF attempts to resolve Tdle IX violation

j!D Sloan considers dropping men's program last option
by Tl• DADY
Staff writer

There is a threat hanging over
the heads of several UCF athletes,
coaches and administrators these
days.
This threat, _however, is giving
some campus women athletes a
little bit of hope.
Because of an investigation by
the U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Civil Rights,
UCF will be forced to comply
with a federal law that assures
gender equity in all federally
funded athletic programs. The
number of women athletes and
coaches, grants for women athletes and salaries of women
coaches must all be nearly equal
to those of men.
Compliance with that law,
known as Title-IX, could mean the
elimination of a men's sport or the
reduction of funds allotted to
men's sports as a whole to create
money for the women's programs.
"The threat of that has got to
worry any male athlete in one of
the smaller sports," freshmen tennis player Todd Trombetti told
The Orlando Sentinel. "But what
kind of money would they save by
getting rid of men's tennis?"
Athletic Director Steve Sloan
has said that elimination of a ·

men's sport is a possible choice of
action, but it is not definite. Sloan
hopes that the funding for the expansion of women's athletics will
come from additional funding
from the state legislature.
Sloan was hired as athletic director in the fall, taking the duties
from Head Football Coach Gene
McDowell.
"When I came here I was not
aware of a problem," Sloan said,
"besides the national problem
[gender proportionality] that any
school with football has."
Four other schools in UCF's
conference, the Trans America
Athletic Conference, have been
targeted in investigations from the

OCR concerning genderequity, according to
Sloan.
"It's difficult to achieve
proportionality when you
Sloan
have football," Sloan
said. "but we have a plan that
would extend the number of
women participants considerably
and restrict the number of men's
participants that we have."
That is promising news for
women such as Carey Haars, a
veteran member of the women's

rowing team or crew club. Crew is
one of the sports that could be
added as a women's sport in the
next 5 years. UCF athletics currently gives $15,000 a year to the
crew club for travel and maintenance of the equipment.
"I think it's a great step for the
women's program," Haars said.
"We've put a lot of hard work, a
lot of grind and a lot of effort
without the school's support, and
we do feel that we deserve it."
Crew is a sport that is fortunate
enough to have someplace to compete. For women who are competitive swimmers, such as sophomore engineering student Daniel le
Sirbu, opportunities like that are

harder to come by.
"Unless you can shell out a lot
of money for private clubs, there
aren't ways for women over the
age of 18 to compete besides college teams," Sirbu said.
It may just be a waiting game
for women who swim or are involved with crew, but there are
those that feel that working out a
plan like Sloan's is the best thing
that can be done.
"My players and I feel the same
way," women's soccer coach
Karen Richter told The Orlando
Sentinel.
"We say let's give coach Sloan
a chance and see what he does."
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LOWEST DOWN PAYMENT

GUARANTEED
2021-B Lee Road
Winter Park

UCF STUDENTS!
Mention this ad,
and get free towing
coverage!

FREE QUOTES

Is the·re a cult ori our campus?
Cult Awareness
Week
·Jan.
Partnership
for

Cult
Awareness

31st~

Feb. 4th

Information Table on the green ALL WEEK.

Panel Discussion at
the Wild Pizza
today, Feb. 2nd at
noon.

Guest Speakers:
1.e~cAB~I
CA1P1s ACTNrms 81111
"

UNIVERSITY oF CENrRAL aoRIDA

Judy Safransky (Cult Awareness Network)
Carol Giambalvo (Exit Counselor and Cult Specialist)
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Students speak with Hitt at Open Forum (
by REX HOGGARD
News Editor

•

•

•

•

parking lots."
Hitt referred the comment to Dr.

BoardofRegentsJan. 21. The package, tone step away from being
presente~ to the state legislature, is
Students half-filled the Wild
an attempt to bring UCF up to the
Pizza for the opportunity to speak
T
o
m funding levels of the eight other
to UCF President John Hitt at a
Huddleston, state universities. UCF will receive
Open Forum Jan 25 from 11:30
associate vice $10 million of the $30 million rea.m. to 1 p.m.
president for quested by the BOR.
Wendy Wesly, director for
enrollment and
"We are soliciting your support
Campus Activities Board, was host
academic ser- in talking to legislators in getting
Hitt
for Hitt and his staff.
vices.
the Equity Package approved." Hitt
The students took turns direct"Several of the parking lots do
said.
ing questions toward Hitt and his not have proper lighting," Hudleston
The remaining student comstaff, the first question being, "Con- agreed.
ments
ranged from a suggestion for
cerning a marketing plan for UCF,
"We are making some progress,
an
additional
stop sign on campus,
do we have a consultant now or and we are in the process of improvto
a
future
law
or medical school.
have bids been put out?"
ing the lighting as quickly as we
One question which sparked a
Hitt referred the question to Dr. can."·
debate
between Hitt and his staff
Dan Holsenbeck, vice president of
In response to a student inquiry
concerned
the lack of parking.
university relations, who answered, involving UCF's other campuses,
One
proposed
remedy was for
"We have placed a bid out on that Hitt said, "I think it is helpful for
all
freshmen
to
park
in the Arena.
and we are in the process of final- students to understand that during
izing those negotiations."
the period when budgets were cut parking lot and ride the shuttle bus
The second student mentioned back we really made a strong effort. to class.
safety on campus.
The final question was more of a
to sustain our regional campus. They
"I have a number of night [The regional campuses] are under- comment on the over-crowded
classes, and the student parking funded, but that is not really our classroolJl situation. Hitt answered
lots are very poorly 1it," the student doing."
with another reference to the equity
said. "I think we should consider
Hitt then addressed the Equity funding _issue and a plea to asking
having more lighting in the student Package, a proposal approved by the students to contact their legislatures.
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by TARA FRIEDLUND
Staff writer

Jeff Ross walks to a glass door at
the side of the library and enters a
secret code. Quickly he goes to the
bathroom to change; he has to look
nice for the job.
Is he a library assistant? Does he
do research? No, he sits unseen in a
small room beneath the library. He
is a disc jockey for radio station
WUCFFM.
The dress code and combination
locks are new to the college station,
which has gone through many
changes in the past year. Ross is not
the only one to take notice.
Dr. David Jones, professor of
anthropology, ran the "Dr. Dave's
Blues Show" for six years on the
station. It was considered one of the
most successful shows on the air
with three sponsors.
Jones played his guitar on the air
and invited blues players from the
Orlando area as guests. His show
was taken off the air last fal 1. "I was
told that I was incompetent," Jones
said, "I resigned because I had no
choice. It hurt. It hurt a lot."
Dr. Karl-Heinrich Barsch, associate professor of foreign language,
said, "One of the uniqueness of the
radio station was that it had used
faculty talent. That gave the station

real character and made friends in
the community."
Barsch considers himself an expert on station changes. His program "The French Hour" used to be
scheduled betw.een the "Jewish
Hour" and the "Italian Hour" on
Sunday mornings. All three shows
were moved to weekday afternoons.
"The whole picture of this beautiful Sunday morning is integrated
and we have lost most of our listeners," Barsch said. With the program
now on Tuesday afternoon, many
regular listeners are at school or
work. The show is also having difficulty finding guests available at that
hour.
The station went through another
change on Jan. 1 by switching to
National Public Radio broadcasting. NPR pays public radio stations
to carry their programs. Some believe this packaged approach may
restrict faculty and student involvement even more. Ross questions the
ethics of trading student programming for money.
Barsch said it would be a tragedy
to lose the unique character of using
faculty and student talent by replacing them with national programs.
He said a university radio station
should represent the students and
faculty to the community.
Operations Manager Jim Adams

said the handful of NPR shows
picked up did not effect student
programming. "They replaced much
of the classical programming. Classical goes through many changes to
keep it fresh and new. Students will
actually havemoreinvolvementthan
before," he said. The only programming changes Adams anticipates
are due to students graduating in the
spring.
Under the direction of General
Manager Dr. Jose Maunez-Cuadra,
the station signal will be increased
to 40,000 watts the second week in
February. This will introduce more
listeners to the station's programming and give student disc jockeys
much needed exposure.
However, some students question the amount of input they wiH
have after the increase. "The message we got from Maunez was that
student DJs are not 40,000-watt
DJs," said Ross. He said students
need exposure within the community to secure jobs after graduation.
He is concerned the station will now
try to compete with local FM stations instead of work with them.
Keith Fowles, professor of radio
and television, said "If they [the
students] are good voi~e wise. If
they can write ... then they should be
allowed to work there-and they
are. But, we have to maintain the
quality of the station."
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unwarranted
After the raising of the parking decal 13.5 percent to $45
last July, Richard Brown, AssistantManagerofUCFParking
Services, recommended "that there be no more parking decal
increases until the year 1999."
This recommendation would soon be forgotten. In a memo
to Parking and Traffic Advisory Committee Chair Debbie
Goff dated Dec. 7, Director of Parking Services Ina Carpenter
suggested yet another increase in parking decals, which, if
acted upon, would be the fifth price increase in five years.
"I know this is an unpopular request," wrote Carpenter in
the memo, "but, it is necessary as we near the reality of a
parking garage."
Carpenter seems to know all too we11 just how unpopular
a request this is. This would help to explain why Carpenter
chose to send the memo just one day before the last Parking
and Traffic Advisory Committee meeting, leaving no time for
Committee members to discuss such an increase. This would
also help explain why, when the discussion session on this
matter was finally scheduled last month, it was done so with
only a week's notice given to Student Government President
Chris Marlin. If lack of adequate notification wasn't enough,
the meeting was also scheduled in the conference room of the
Institute for Simulation and Training in Research Park, certainly not a convenient meeting place for students by any
stretch. As an added precaution, just in case students somehow found out about the decal fee increase presentation/
discussion, and if they knew where in Research Park the
Institute of Simulation and Training was located, Carpenter
told Marlin that a police officer would be outside the Institute
to prevent students from entering.
When Marlin questioned these actions, Carpenter couldn't
believe why Marlin would have the audacity to want the
student body to be aware of and attending a Parking and
Traffic Advisory Committee meeting. Considering that parking is one of the largest concerns of UCF students, we can only
hope that Carpenter, who, as Director vf Parking Services and
should know better, is only pretending to be dumb and naive.
Wisely, the meeting place was moved from Research Park
to the Visual Arts building.
Carpenter's Dec. 7 memo went on to say that, "The
[parking decal] fees will need to be increased to meet the debt
service of on the garage-=-- which we hope to see within the
next two years." This reason, however, seemed to change
when Chief of Campus Police Richard Turkiewicz told the 20
students and staff members that the reason for the increase was
for future planning.
How can Parking Services be planning for the future when
they don't seem to be planning now? They obviously just tried
to sneak yet another parking decal increase right past the
students, as if no one would notice or care. If they had been
planning and preparing for increased growth all along, p~r
haps there wouldn't be a need for the Fifth Annual Parking
Decal increase. Perhaps the best representation of the "planning" taking place in Parking Services is Chief Turkiewicz's
suggestion that there be a restaurant in the future· parking
garage.
After all, there's nothing like fine dining with the stench of
exhaust in your nose.
It's also worth noting that this parking garage has a good chance
of needing both a very expensive parking decal and some spare
change for a parking meter. What will happen if, when this parking
garage is finally built, it turns out that the parking won't even be
free for the students who have had to pay for it for so long?
After stating that no increase would be needed for six years,
Parking Services proposed an increase just five months later. This
increase should be opposed until Parking Services can actually
figure out where it's going with future parking.
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New planks from the Lazy Bastard platfonn
"I join the right clubs just to build
~ and impression/ I drown out thinking,

'it won't get me ahead."
"Terminal Preppie" -DeadKennedys.
Memo to My Friends: I love you all
dearly, but so help me God if you ever
itie me up and piss on me, YOU'RE
NOT MY FRIENDS ANYMORE!!!
'Nuff said? Good.
Correction: In last week' scolumn, my headline was changed
from" l 00,000 DEAD IRAQIS AND IT'S MILLER TIME!!!
NOW THAT'S PATRIOTIC!!!" to something bland and
sterile. The musclethug in red, white, and ·blue face paint had
a sign that read: "100,000Deadlraqi's and It's Miller Time!,"
not "Government wanted only good news to come out of
war." Oh well, mistakes like this are things I've come to expect
in my brief months working here with crack-smoking reprobates such as Dave Bauer, Tim Wass berg, Jenny Duncanson,
Trace Trylko and especially Mike DeHoog.
But I'd rather not go into that this v1eek. Today's column
will be about the upcoming Student Oove.rnment presidential
elections. I have a few planks from the Lazy Bastard Platform
that I would like to submit for the five or six candidates
approval. I would also like to dismiss all rumors and
specualtaion by saying that I will not seek, or accept, the office
of Student Government President if only for the obvious fact
that ifl did run, I would win and I would win BIG. Let's face
it: I would subject these cretins to an ass-whipping of brutal
proportions. With a power base of 150 Voting Lazy Bastards,
and with a (hopefully) fragmented Greek vote, all I would
have to do is spend about $10 more and shake a few more
hands, and the Highest Student Office on Campus would be
mine.
Which would be nice and just what this school needs now
more than ever, butI simply don't have the time to put "Student
Government President" into the drunken punk rock music.ian/
bookseller/Opinion Editor/Campus Buffoon mix that is my
life right now. However, in lieu of a "none of the above"-style
protest vote, feel free to write in Brian Costello/John Ritter.
They probably won't count those, but it will sure feel good to
not vote for the lesser of six evils. But only do that in an
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emergency-if you believe that this years crop ofcandidates isn't
Lazy Bastard enough for you. Here are some of the ideas that I
hope the.candidates adopt (there will be more in future columns):
Give stu.dents the opportunity to choose between Arts or
Athletics. I don't even want a penny, much less $5.50 per credit
hour of my tuition going toward making Dr. Hitt's Division I-A
wet dream areality, especially when the music departmentdoesn 't
even have soundproofed practice rooms (I also suspect that the
money made from increased merchandising revenue from such a
move will do about as much good for education as the lottery
has ... ). However, I'm sure many would disagree with me on this
one, which is why I wish there was a form one could fill out before
paying one's tu'ition that read:
Check one: I would prefer to pay an: (a.) Arts Fee, or (b.) Athletic
Fee (This way, those of us who would rather use their tuition to
support artistic endeavors instead of sports can).
Break Mariott's monopoly on campus . I think you agree.
Create a "Brian Costello Menzorial" statue. Allocate$ I /credit
hour to erect a statue of me that would be placed in front of the
library. The inscripton at the bonom would read "Brian Costello
Makes Us Really, Really Horny."
BIG LUG DAY NOW, GODDAMMIT!!!
Pennit on-campus assault and battery on tenacious Alpha
Omega people. These idiots never leave me alone. However, I
think they can be persuaded to do so if those ofus who are always
pestered by these cultists had the freedom to bash them repeatedly
with our Louisville Sluggers. Then maybe I can sit on the green
in peace.
Damn! I'm out of space here. I'll have more planks in next
week's exciting episode of Le Soapbox, but until then, Jet me just
tell you that next Tuesday, my band TheSherilyns will be playing
at the Hardback in Gainesville sometime around 9 p.m. You
should be there, 'cause it's gonna ROCK,
You can stop reading now.
Don Bates
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Advertising Manager
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Racism is a disease, and the most effective antidote/ is discussion
I

"Shannon."
"What?"
"Write something about me
in the paper."
"Like what?"
"Write about my
grandmother's dead dog,"
"People will almost care."
"Tell everyone about the
Edge last Saturday." Everyone
was drunk. What's to write? "Write something about Sigma
Alpha Epsilon." Oh, no. I'm not go!n' out like that.
"No. Leave me alone."
Sorry, folks, I don't take requests.
I

***

•

I had just received a calendar of Black History month
events and was glossing it over, hoping to be sparked by
interest. I.decided on a few events I would attend and was
about to fold the flyer, stuff it intb my backpack, and be on my
way, when a friend of mine sat down next to me on the picnic
table. She made a general comment about Black History
month, neither positive nor negative, merely acknowledging
it's existence. She studied the flyer, then looked up at me

puzzled.
"Shannon, can I ask you something? And don't get mad."
Oh, Lord! In what way was she about to offend my race. I
prepared myself for the worst. "Sure."
"I couldn'thelp but notice how many race forums there are
this month. How come black people like to talk about racism
so much?"
In my mind, I immediately got defensive. How could she
ask such a question? She has her nerve. Then I realized what
she didn't ask: "Racism is here to stay. It's not going away, and
it's not going to get any better. So why do black people insist
on discussing it?" Comparing what she said to what I thought
she was going to say, I realized the question was purely
inquisitive. My ability to recognize the difference was a
saving grace to our friendship. In fact, the more I analyzed her
question, the more I began to wonder myself.

A quick and easy analogy came to mind:
"Let's say everyone in your neighborhood has a disease,
the same disease. It came without warning, and it effect
everyone you know . It isn't something you can see, so you
can't attack it physically. It's something you can feel, but all
the Tylenol in the world won'thelp. Even when the symptoms
are not active, you know the sickness is still there, alive and
well. You begin to ask yourself questions: Why should
everyone in my neighborhood have to deal with this? ... Why
isn't someone doing something to help us? ... Why hasn't this
problem been taken care of? .. .and most importantly .. . What
did we do to deserve this?
"With all these questions, and all these feelings and emotions,
it would be natural for your neighbors to gather together to
define the problem, explore solutions and maybe share
individual experiences. Such a gathering would, no doubt,
serve as therapeutic; it would help your neighborhood to
understand that no one is alone in this problem, and that with
a little time and patience, a light will appear at the end of the
tunnel."
She smiled and nodded and thanked me for not telling her
"you wouldn't understand." It was the least I could do.
Later that day, she bought me lunch.

Tony Whitten
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Campus Forum

More variety needed in channel selections
inside Wild Pizza
Is there anyone on campus that can tell my why the Wild
Pizza plays soaps during the time the main body of people go
in for lunch? Of all the programs that could be on the large
screen TV., it seems as though soaps should be the last choice.
Perhaps CNN, MTV, Discover or just nothing would be better
than this crap. I have spoken to several members of the staff
in the Wild Pizza, including a higher administrative person in
Student Affairs about this and was fed the line that it is what
the masses want to view. My only response to that is--------!
One member of the staff of the Wi Id Pizza who spoke up when
I questioned him about switching channels said the Wild Pizza
is for students. This remark sends me into orbit! UCF is not
students here, staff there, administrators somewhere else. We
are an entire community on this campus and it is my feeling
that it takes all of these groups to make UCF what it is.
Perhaps the Wild Pizza could hand out questionnaires to
the people that eat there, asking what the masses would like to
have on the screen. I just know that from speaking to other
people on campus that it does not seem as though the soap
choice is what the masses want.
Believe me when I say that this is a very small deal
compared to other problems on campus. However, I hope that
the soaps go off the tube.
Since I am in a bitching mood, let me bring up something
else that is a burr under my saddle! Why the heck did lights not
get placed above the paintings that are hung in the Wild Pizza?
I know that a certain percentage of the cost of a building must

be spent on artwork and that is great. My question is about the
lack of common sense to buy these nice paintings without the
insight of purchasing a light so they can be seen. Let us hope
that better judgment is used in the construction of the student
union.
On a positive note about the Wild Pizza let me add that the
food there is very good and the food service staff is always
most pleasant.
Richard Spencer
UCF Staff Photographer
Instructional Resources

Bauer stereotyped homeless
Why is it that one must "assume" that he reason why the
homeless are in their state is due to crack, heroin or
alcohol?
Why can't it be possible that they were laid off, went
bankrupt, or just lived in an impoverished environment
that prevented them from obtaining decent living?
Karina Ramirez
International Relations/Literature

Bauer's Response
Narrow-mindedness and naivete
Frankly, [Dave Bauer's column about the homeless] left
me with one impression: How could they give such a narrowminded, naive person the editor's position? I myself, have had
the benefit of a two-income family and an excellent education;
a best friend of mine, however, wasn't quite as lucky. He had
the privilege of'being orphaned and adopted by people who
kept his social security and told him to sleep on the street. He
is also an individual who received a classical education as well
as one from the street. My friend graduated fourth in his high
school class while living on the beach. I am confident that his
practical education puts him at a distinct disadvantage above
people such as yourself. Ones who know so little about urban
survival that they are unable to even empathize with the people
who are sometimes forced to live it.
Molly Browning
Communications Disorders

The column I wrote last week proved to be one of the
most unpopular articles I have ever written, as I had
suspected it might be. Homelessness is a serious problem
in this country. Is it unreasonable for us to channel our
energies into helping those who most deserve it, while
leaving those who will perpetually be a drain on society
alone? I don't think so.
Also, I've heard from various people that some alleged
"professional" journalists in the area had a major problem with what I wrote. That is fine. I have done my share
ofcriticizing in the past, and I am more than happy to listen
to anyone, professional or otherwise, who has something
to say to me. If you think I'm an idiot, incompetent,
unprofessional, or just a basic jerk, fine. But say it to my
face, not behind my back. If I have a problem with an
article someone else writes, I confront them directly. l
don't think it's unreasonable to expect the same in return.
-Dave Bauer, Editor in Chief

Hello. My name is Brian Costello, the Future's Opinion Editor and the star of that wonderful movie about the two police officers
vvho have little, if anything in common with each other except a love of lavv enforcement. You know the one. But I didn't want
to talk about that today. I wanted to tell you about the joy and rapture associated with being either a WRITER or CARTOONIST
for the Opinion Section. If you write or draw, then we want you, and we want you BAD. Angry young malcontents preferred, but
not necessary. If you got the skilz to pay the bilz, as it were, then call me at 823-8192. I'm alvvays here on Saturdays, ergo Saturday
is the best time to call. We'll be expecting y'all .................. .
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2 Rockford series-1 8 inch subs
with 80w Alpine amp, like new
$150. 275-8697

GREEK CORNER
Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulations to the Beta Tau
pledge class!!! Pledge/brother retreat next Fri. Keep thin kin', big bro
selection coming up soon!!
Speaker Michael Laport will be
giving a stress mangmt. workshop
next Wed in faculty lounge, brothers and pledges to be there @
6:45 p.m., all faculty invited to attend. Hey Crash, where's the

February 2, 199

SERT ICES

HELP 1J7A.NTED

Female, Christian, non-smoking
Bike. Fuji Shimano comp 225.
Victory Lane Daytona 500
20 immediate openings in hospitalroommate for house near campus. 671-8979
$225 + 1/3 ulilities. Call 365-2940. i------------~ ity. we need your enthusiam! Call
Avail. 211194
Bed, queen set, orthopedic, never Kelly services, 246-1821

RaggaeJAM Spring Break JAMAIGA from $289 ea. FREE info by '
mail-24 hr message (800)
"U"REGGAE. .. 800-873-4423

used. Must sell! $125. 657-2566
$69.00 COMPLETE AUTO
Female to share 2 bd/2bth duplex. r-------------~
International
EmploymentDETAIL spring special includes:
Non-smoker. Oviedo. $280 mo/split Two piece living room set $225 for
Make
up
to
$2000-$4000+
mo.
wash,
wax w/ teflon & sealant, clean
util. 365-9721
both, $125 separate. Dining room
teaching
basic
conversational
Enengine,
shampoo carpets, seats &
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 set, $75. Prices are negotiable.
Mature M/Fto share 2br/2ba. Pool,
glish abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and floonnats, clean & condition leather,
Call Ray or Dana at 381-4635
tennis, weight room, close to UCF.
S. Korea. Many employers provide clean rims & tires, clean & dress
chicken? Happy B-day to Bryan!! $250 + 1/2. Avail imm. 366-3219 r - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - 1 room & board + other benefits. No interior. Clean Windows & doorPROUD TO BE A DELTASIG!!!
Matress style, queen sized water
teaching background or Asian Ian- jambs, scotch guard carpets. Have
Roommate to share 3bdrm/2bth
bed, semiwaveless, minus the
guages required. For more infor- detailed over 500 vechs. Will come
apt. Winter Park. $250/ mo
base. 365-3929
mation call (206) 632-1146 ext to y~ur home or apt. 407-886-0640
includes util. Non-smoker. 678J5418
2234
r---------'-----~ Single bed. Mat., box spring,
frame. only 1 yr old. $50. 382Female roommate to share 3bed
Looking for a responsible child
9351
Episcopal Campus Ministry
2bth home. $300/mo + 1/3 util. 5
loving person for babysitting our 2
Wednesday, Noon, Room 214
min from UCF. 273-3805
yr old. 8-1 o hr per week, flex. $6/
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
Student Center
r-------------~

CLUB INFO

TIPISTS

Students, Staff, Faculty, all
welcome

AUTOS

FOR RENT
Students Welcome
2BR/1 BA APARTMENTS FOR
RENT. $480 MONTHLY+ $200
SEC. DEPOSIT. CALL JIM OR
HECTOR 275-8950

r--------------'

Campus Action For Animals
meeting Feb. 7 in S.C. Rm 211
from 4-5 p.m.

SMOKERS ONLY! 696-4148.
Sherwood Forest-Available
3/2 & 2/2-DMV Properties
657-1967 or 800-929-4403

212 APT 1 mi from UCF. W/D,
dishwasher. $450. 365-7532

FOR SALE

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J Electric typewriter, Smith Corona

FSA- Filipino Student
· Association. Nice to see new &
old faces @ the cultural
workshop! Congrats to girls for
winning Pinoy Feud! Next mtg:
Feb 2 in the SOL from 4-6 pm.
Contacts: Tukz 381-2372 or
Abegail 679-7469
Animation & Film Assoc.
Mondays 7:30 PC3 Rm 204
Call Chuck Amburn 699-5330

CXL 4000. Like new, $75. Call
381-3279
WATERBED FOR SALE
like new SEALY POSTURPEDIC
100% waveless w/htr+more
$200. Call Kim 366-1480
For sale, LMHC licensure exam.
Complete comprehensive study
guides, all areas, practice exams.
One set. Also, material from 3
workshops. $250. 904-439-5715

Earn cash stuffing envelops at
home. All materials provided.
Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051

1986 MUSTANG LX

ERV- PART TIME. Your vehicle.
Reliable. Knowledge of area.
Aloma Florist, 678-4616

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip. Same
r - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 day service avail. We've moved,
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i VALENTINE FLORAL DELIVcall for info. 277-9600.

Don't panic. There's hope
far you in the Central
Florida Future

Classifieds.

v
Just place your classified
•

at our offices across the
streetfrarn campus, and
tell her you care. And
lunry. Don'tforget the

fiou;ers.

1 - - - - -- -- - --

-

-1

Typing Service: Will type variety of
documents.Resumes,termpapers,
letters, forms, etc. Quality work!
Fastservice!Ca11Amyat678-2973.

Over 200 Job Hotline recordings .
throughout the entire state-each'
one listing positions available right
now. Professional and technical
1 - - - - -- - - - -- - - - 1 opportunities in a wide variety of
Spanish beginners, conversaHonda Accord '85, 5 spd, alarm,
municipalities. If your looking for a tional and/or remedial. Small
job, no matter what your field, this
groups now forming. Please call
Alpine stereo, one owner, gray,
clean, and very reliable. $2700 obo. directory is your most valuable
629-2117 (W.P.)
365-8295
resource! To order, send check or r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - <
1 - - - - - - - - - -- - - l money order, payable to By
LSAT tutor immediately. Logical
Mazda RX?/GXL '86, 5 spd,
George! Publishing for $19.75
and analytical reasoning. Call
alarm, stereo, one owner, red,
(price includes tax, p&h) to: By
382-8695, Iv. msg.
leather, sunrt, clean, $6000 obo.
George! Publishing, P.O. Box
Sporty. 365-8295
616826, Orlando, FL 32861-6826

TUTORS

1988 Mustang LX, hatchback,
sunroof, AC, 65k miles. Price very
neg. 281-3264 (9-5)

TRAINING/EDUCA110N
89 Wrangler 4x4 4 cyl, white soft
top, 33k mi, $6000 obo 682-2979

Toyota celica GT, 1983 white
hatchbk w/ louvers. 5 sp am/f m
cass, ale. $3000. Call anytime
365-2455

ORLANDO
RECORD
CONVENTION
It's alnwst Val.entine's
day, and you ha-ren't
gowi her anything yet

- - - - _ _ _ . . j KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.

'71 Olds Cutlass s., Rocket 350.
New 350 TH transmission,
brakes, tires, radiator. DIN AM/
FM cassette. Excellent interior.
839-0584.

JEWISH STUDENT UNION
meetings are the 1st and 3rd of
every month. Student Center,
Rm.211 at 9 p.m. For more info,
please call 823-4621-everyone
1-S
-H
_A
_R
_E 4/_2_ H_O._U_S_E_N_E_A_R---1
welcome.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - l TUSCAWILLA
FP. FRIDGE, 79k miles, excellent condition.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
WASHER,
DRYER,
DISH- $2000/o.b.o. Must sell. Dave
United methodist campus
WASHER $250- 300 MO. NON- 273-5476 (h) 823-8054 (w)
ministry invites you to participate
· with them in any of their weekly
activities. If you want more
information, contact Steve
Binkley in SC206 or call x5335
for more information. All are
welcome for fellowship & fun!

hr. Call Karen 438-5563
r---- -- --

English major wanted with
experience in British Lit. Will pay.
Call Nicole 678-0376

DENTAL RECEPT- PIT Mon 710:30 am and occasional afternoons. Goldenrod office. Call Linda
at 677-8888

LEARN BARTENDING
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
1OR2 WK.- DAYS/EVES
National placement assistance

831-2233
International Bartending Institute

Campus Interviews
March 1, 1994
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1994
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

Univ. of Central Florida Arena
Alafaya Trial & Univ. Blvd.

If you possess excellent. communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 1, 1994 in the
Career Center.

(407) 823-3070
1000's of LP's & CD's For Sale
All Types of Music Available, Both New & Used,
Plus Many Other Music Related Items.

ADMISSION $3.00
For more information call:
(407) 282-9540 in Orlando
(904) 373-1761 in Gainesville

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TAKE ME OUT TO THE
BALL GAME ...
Golden Knights 1994 Baseball Preview
by JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

The UCF baseball team began last season in the Trans
America Athletic Conference,
their third conference in as
many years. They ended the
season in grand fashion, capturing the championship in their
inaugural TAAC season. The
new kids on the block earned
respect, and they intend to keep
it.
"Repeating as champion is
probably the hardest thing to
accomplish in any sport ... but
something that I think this team
is capable of," said UCF head
coach Jay Bergman.
UCF returns eight of nine
starters from last season as well
as their number one pitcher in
junior Mike Halperin, who recorded a 6-8 record with a 3.47
E.R.A. and 71 strikeouts last
season. Halperin also earned
all-conference and all-tournament selections.
The 31-31 record of last
year's squad is deceptive. The
Golden Knights finished
,strong, playing tough when
they had to, earning key TAAC
victories down the stretch.
However, they were quickly
ousted in the regionals by Notre
Dame and Long Beach State.
This was due to a lack of
offense, one which Bergman
dubbed"anemic." This is an
appropriate description for a
team that struck out more than
any UCF team ever. Meanwhile, the Knights blasted 21
homeruns.
The Golden Knights' plan
for success this season hinges
on a prosperous mixture of familiarity with some new faces,
as well as a delicate balance
between speed and power.
Adam Johnson and Rob
Gladwin are two of the new
faces Bergman hopes will provide the punch. Johnson is a
power -hitting first baseman
just out of high school and
Gladwin is a transfer from Indian River Community College.
Four-year starter Eric
Golden, UCF's senior second
baseman who hit .251 and had
15 RBis last year, returns as
the only remaining senior. This
is a young team which includes
a plethora of community col-

UCF'a speed on Iha basepaths was a big reason Iha Golden Knights finished 31-31 and advanced to the NCAA tournament
last year. The Knights wlll need this quickness once again If they hope lo repeat as TAAC Champions. (DeHoog/Future)

lege transfers .
"This is the youngest team
I've ever coached, butthey have
great attitudes. It's going to be
a fun year," said Bergman.
It's easy to have fun when
you don't have to worry about
any fly balls dropping in for
hits in the outfield. That's the
job of a speedy outfield which
returns intact.
Centerfielder Tony

Marillia, and sophomore Alex
Morales had 21 stolen bases
apiece last season. In right field
Matt Amman returns and shares
the duties with Scott Loubier.
Both had 20 plus RBI seasons
in 1993.
Bergman finds himself with
two big holes to fill in this
year's pitching corps. The void
was left by Joe Wagner and
Jason Schlutt. Wagner was

drafted in the first round by the
Milwaukee Brewers, and
Schlutt in the seventh round by
the San Diego Padres.
" Pitchers area top priority,
because you're only as good as
your pitching staff," commented Golden.
That's precisely what
Bergman had in mind when he
added six new pitchers. Brian
Scutero, John Foran and James

Woodrow are three of the
righthanders Bergman will look
to. Other new faces are sophomore righty Ryan Hearell, a
Western Carolina University
transfer, and left-handed freshman Brian Gomes. Returning
sophomores Tim Riegert and
Craig Cozart may also see time
See KNIGHTS, page 14

ME SOME PEANUT
Offense hopes to rebound
from sluggish 1993 campaign
by SEAN PERRY
Conbibuting Reporter

was one of the more potent offensive
weapons not to maintain a consistent
starting position.
be roaming
Many familiar faces
the outfield once again this season. Tony
Marrillia will bring his 27 stolen bases
and team-leading 19 RBI'~ back to
centerfield along with an impressive
.323 batting average, which ranked
highly in the TAAC.
Sophomore Alex Morales, who
ranked second on the team with five
homeruns, will add his 20-RBI's to the
middle of the lineup, along with another sophomore Frank Fucile flanking
the veteranMarrilliaon each side of the
outfield.
Scott Loubier will spend more time
in the outfield, than in the catching
position he held last year. Loubier posted
big numbers in 1993 with a .286 batting
average and 26 RBI' s as a junior. He
will relinquish the field general position to the more experienced junior
transfer John Meskauskas from Middle
Georgia Community College.

will

Senior second baaeman Eric Golden hopea to provide some punch for a
Knights' squad that batted Just .251 laat season. (DeHoog/Future)

1994 GOLDEN KNIGHTS BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Time
Date
Opponent
@Rollins
1 p.m.
Feb. 6
3p.m.
@ Bethune-Cookman
8
11-13
Olive Garden Classic
8p.m.
vs.
North Carolina St.
11
1 p.m.
vs. Kansas
12
4:30 p.m.
12
vs. Tennessee
12:30 p.m.
Consolation
13
4p.m.
Championship
vs. Bethune-Cookman (DH)
3p.m.
16
vs. Rollins
1 p.m.
19
25
vs. Rutgers
3p.m.
26
vs. Rutgers
3p.m.
27
vs. Rutgers
Noon
Kansas City Royals
Mar. 3
1 p.m.
vs. Florida A&M {DH)
1 p.m.
5
vs. Purdue
6
1 p.m.
vs. Vanderbilt
3p.m.
9
vs. Michigan
11
7p.m.
"- <12
vs. Michigan
3p.m.
12
vs. Michigan
7p.m.
13
vs. Florida
2p.m.
15
vs. Rider
7p.m.
16
vs. Rider
7p.m.
17
vs. Rider
7p.m.
@ Florida Atlantic
19
7p.m.
@Florida Atlantic (DH)
1 p.m.
20
vs. Cleveland St. (DH)
21
3p.m.
25
vs. College of Charleston*
7p.m.
26
vs. College of Charleston*
1 p.m.
@Florida
30
.7 p.m.
@ Florida International*
7p.m.
April 1
2
@ Florida International*
1 p.m.
7p.m.
vs. South Florida
5
7p.m.
vs. Stetson*
8
vs. Stetson (DH)*
9
7p.m.
@ South Florida
12
7p.m.
15
vs. Florida International*
7p.m.
16
vs. Fla. International(DH)*
1 p.m.
vs. South Florida
19
7p.m.
22
@ College of Charleston* .
3p.m.
23
@Coll. of Charleston (DH)*
1 p.m.
@Florida
27
7p.m.
@Stetson*
29
7p.m.
@ Stetson (DH)*
30
5p.m.
May 3
@ South Florida
7p.m.
7
vs. Florida Atlantic*
7p.m.
8
vs. Florida Atlantic (DH)*
1 p.m.
14-17
T AAC Tournament
TBA

If you were to ask a coach of any
NCAA sport what hurts more, a wife of
10 years sticking you with five kids,
taking half the savings, and running off
to Hawaii with your best friend, or
losing your starting lineup to graduation and the draft, the coach would
. probably withdraw the other half of the
savings to pay for two one-way tickets
to Hawaii.
Head Coach Jay Bergman of the
Trans America Athletic Conference
champion Golden Knights realizes he
has been blessed with every coach's
dream, eight of last year's nine starters
are returning to the lineup ths season.
Although the pitching staff was hit hard
by the Major League draft, with Joe
Wagner going in the first round to Milwaukee and Jason Schlutt departing in
the seventh round to San Diego, the
experience of Bergman's bats should
help maintain a balance and keep the
Knights. in contention for a second consecutive TAAC title.
"The overall atmosphere is better
this year," said Scott Muhlhan, a part: '
time starter last year."Last season we
were young and didn't have the team
chemistry."
The infield boasts a strong left side,
familiar to one another, including junior Eddy Garcia at third base and sophomore Rich Lawrence at shortstop.
Garcia brings 17 RB I's back to the hot
comer and a shotgah arm. Shortstop
should be sealed up with Lawrence's
quickness and consistent glove. '
The other side of the l.nfield has an
impressive mixture of talent with senior Eric Golden returning with 15
RBI' s and speed on the base paths.
Although losing Gabby Angulo, and
his six home runs, the first base spot
iooks hopeful with sophomoreMuhlhan
returning. Muhlhan saw limited time at
first base, and as a designated hitter. .He

"John is a bonafide leader, and our
staff has improved over last year's,"
Loubier said. "Omaha (College World
Series) is definitely a realistic goal."
With strong bats and experience
holding fort in the outfield, quickness
and fresh arms sealing up the infield,
Coach Bergman is the envy of the rest
of the Trans America Athletic Conference as he prepares to lead the Golden
Knights into the spring '94 season in
search of a second consecutive title,
and an automatic playoff berth. Falling
just short of reaching the College World
Series last year, the depth and veterans
on the squad look forward to another
shot.
And if you ask any Coach which is
better, your high school sweetheart arriving on the doorstep looking better
than ever, or a fresh group of veterans
returning to defend their championship
title, they would most likely leave her at
the door, because they'd be too busy

polishing their tournament trophy.

Chad Mottola makes strides in
Cincinniti Reds' orga·nization
The most prolific player ever to come out of UCF's baseball
program is Chad Mottola. He was drafted in 1992 by the Cincinnati
Reds as the fifth overall choice in the first round. Mottola had a
tremendous season at Winston-Salem (Cincinnati's single-A affiliate)
batting at a .280 clip, while belting 21 homeruns and compiling 91
RBI's. After spring training, Mottola will be starting the season off
with Chattanooga (Cincinnati's double-A affiliate). 'Tm going to
start off at double-A, then the organization told me if things were
going well they might just skip me over triple-A straight through to
the majors sometime this season," said Mottola.

,

AND CR
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Sophomore Scott Loubier leans on former Knights Jason Schlutt
(left) and Chad Mottola forbaseball tips. (DeHoog/ Future)

Sc~lutt's

mowing them
down in Padres' system
by JASON SWANCEY
Contributing Reporter

"Opening day I get called in
with the bases loaded in the ninth,
and promptly gave up a double to
lose the game," commented pitcher
Jason Schlutt.
Welcome to profess~onal basebaH.
Jason Schlutt is a tough lefthandedhurlerwhocleansupmesses
left by others. A mop-up man,
Schlutt was called on often last year
in his final season with the Golden
Knights. Schlutt finished with a 92 record and a team leading eight
saves 1993, while maintaining a
stingy 2.62 ERA.
Due to this success, Schlutt was
drafted in the seventh round by the
San Diego Padres. Although he
switched from a small pond (UCF)
to a big pond _(Padres), the size of
the fish stayed the same.
Jason took on his first short' season rookie league in Spokane,
Washington and promptly went on
to lead his team in saves, and end up
• tied for the team lead in wins. By
shutting the door on opposing
teams, consequently he shut the
door on a tremendous rookie season. Schlutt finished with a 5-3
record, five saves and a 3.20 ERA
One major difference Schlutt
noticed between college and pro-

level baseball is consistency. (In
collegeSchluttwascalledonmaybe
twice a week, now he gets the nod
around four times a week). "lean' t
afford to have an off-night anymore," said Schlutt. One look to the
roster proves this fact. Schlutt is no
longer listed as a pitcher, but as an
everyday position player instead.
All the glamour and glitz of the
minors became apparent to Schlutt
through 14-hour bus trips, sleeping
in dorms and just two off days a
month. That's right, this team had
to play 15 gamesbeforetheyearned
a day off. Not much leisure time for
a man whose day began at 10 in the
morning and ended at 10 that night.
But no rest for the weary, as soon as
the season ended Sept. 1, within
eight hours ScWutt was back in
school pursuing his degree at the
University of Wisconsin.
The future is bright for this rising star. He is currently working
out with the UCF team in preparation for spring training. After that,
Schlutt will participate in the longseason with the single-A team. But
this is a move he is prepared for
thanks to Tim Flannery, his coach
this past season. Flannery is a 10yearmajor league veteran who prepares his players for the next level.
"He related his experiences to me,
so now I know what to look forward to this spring," commented
ScWutt.

Open 6 nights a week!
•

~to\

call phor nightly specials

SHACK 382-PHUN

~oRLANooc

LAB HOURS
SPRING '94
t
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Mon-Thurs .... 9am-12am
Friday ........... 9am-7 pm
Saturday ............ Closed
Sunday ........ .5pm-10pm

·:'.:
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: : sfudent with vahd student l.D. ·: ;
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Some of Japan's biggest
bals wl face UCF ~1ls
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Teams from all over the world
will be coming to Orlando to take
on the Golden Knights baseball
team. That's right, all over the
world.
The baseball team from
Waseda University, located in Tokyo, Japan, will be at the UCF
Baseball Complex Feb. 20 for an
international showdown in
America's favorite pasttime.
"This is an exciting opportunity for our team and the school,"
said UCF head coach Jay Bergman.
"We understand that Waseda Uni-

versity has a very fine baseball
program and that they are one of
the top college teams in Japan year
in and year out."
Bergman is also happy to be
able to play another game.
"It's a game you can play that
won't count against the NCAA
stipulations," Bergman said. "Every game is a chance to get better."
Waseda is one of the oldest
universities in Japan, having been
established I I 0 years ago. The
baseball -program is 90 years old
and last year won its conference,
the Big-Six and finished second in
the country's national championship.

UCF head coach Jay Bergman posts an overall record of 878-424·3.
·aergman enters his 17th year In coaching, 12th at UCF. (DeHoog/Future)
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COACHES

OF 2 Jay Berginan, Head Coach
OF/P 5 Rob Sidwell, Catchers
OF 25 Mike Maack, Pitchers
34 Brett Ragland, Volunteer Coach

UCF has panelled In Junior right-hander Mike
Halperin as the team's 10-to guy. (DeHoog/ Future)

THE KUTTING EDGE
OF PROGRESSIVE DANCE
KNIGHTS
from page Bl
in the starting rotation.
'This is a young staff that will
mature as the season progresses,"
said Bergman.
UCF had the 13th toughest
schedule last season, based on opponents winning percentage. Just
when they thought it couldn't get
any tougher, in to town ventures
Kansas, TennesseeandNorthCanr

lina State.
Rollins College in their home
The Olive Garden Classic defi- opener Feb. 6, followed by amatchnitely brings a full plate to the up with Bethune-Cookman.
table this year with three teams
It's going to be a rough road for
that earned regional berths last the Golden Knights this season.
season in addition to finishing in Already facing potholes in the form
the top 25 in the nation. The of TAAC foes, they will also be
Olive Garden Classic will be held jarred when playing the likes of
Feb. 11-13 at Osceola County Purdue, Vanderbilt and Michigan
Stadium.
at home this season. UCF will also
But the Knights can't get be playing those Gators from
caught looking ahead. First they Gainesville March 13 at Tinker
must face cross-town rivals Field.

EVERY

WEDNESDAY
&SATURDAY

PHREEDRAFT
ALWAYS 18 & UP!
WED$5COVER
ALL NIGHT LONG!

SAT. $6 COVER
Phree beer starts at 9 pm
call 382-PHUN phore info
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Students at Princeton

University ring in-the
new year in the buff
About 300 male and female students stripped naked and sprinted
through 25-degree weather at
Princeton University in New Jersey to celebrate the first snowfall
of winter, an annual frolic that has
earned the disfavor of the administration .
However, that didn't dampen the
spirits of runners that skidded
around the icy grounds Jan. 4, while
clothed spectators cheered and the
strains of "Chariots of Fire" wafted
from a dormitory window. Joggers
in the Nude Olympics took some
precautions from the cold, however. They wore shoes, socks, hats
and gloves, and one donned a football helmet.
''It was a mob scene, " student
Danny Hoffman told the Associated Press.
Not all was fun and games ,
though. Two students were taken
to a nearby hospital, one for treatment of extreme intoxication and
the other for lacerations of the back
and legs. A third student was treated
for an ankle injury at the school
infirmary.
The nude run has caused some
trouble in the past, and university
officials have tried to discourage
the practice. "It was lark 10 or 20
years ago, but it's turned into a
huge event" says Jacquelyn Savani,
a university spokeswoman. "It has
lost its innocence and spontarieity."
Many of the students drink
heavily before the run to loosen
inhibitions and make the cold seem
more bearable, she said. But that
also leads to dangerous behavior,
where judgement seems impaired.
Two years ago, two young women
were found passed out and naked
in the cold after they drank too
much. That same year, about two
dozen male students dashed
through a restaurant, frightening
patrons and smashing a large plateglass window. Local police videotaped the incident, and the young
men were later prosecuted.
Last year a group of naked men
pranced through a convenience
store and "intimidated" customers. One student was later prosecuted on a shoplifting charge,

Savani said.
The Nude Olympics have become so widely known that the
tabloid television show "Hard
Copy" advertised in newspapers
for videotape footage of the event,
Savani said. "People say to us
'Well, gee, can't students have a
good time anymore?' But the university is struggling with its responsibility to the students and
the community," she said.
Meanwhile, a group of about 15
University of Pennsylvania
women decided to carry on a campus tradition last December by
jogging nude through the school's
quadrangle in Philadelphia, the
Daily Pennsylvanian reported.
The newspaper, which ran a
photograph of the women's backsides, said it was the second annual female streak at the school.
"It takes a lot of courage to do
what they'redoing, says one male
onlooker. "It's cold out here."
As a group of five or so men
gathered to witness the 7 a.m.
event, the streakers nearly suffered a pre-run panic. "There are
guys over there!" said one. "Oh,
we'll run anyway," another answered.
So they quickly shed their
clothes near the statue of the Rev.
George Whitefield and ran
screaming around the courtyard.
A streaker, who was a veteran of
the first female streak in 1992,
baid the event was "a reminder
not to take life too seriously."
"This is a once-in-a-lifetime,"
she said. "It's exhilarating."
Another male onlooker, who
said he was required to attend the
event as part of his fraternity initiation, said he respected the
women's boldness.
"All the women have my highest admiration," he said. "What
they did was pretty amazing."
One male student who walked
across the courtyard 10 minutes
after the streak ended said he had
no idea what had just happened.
"Get out of here! They were
naked?" he asked in disbelief.
"Oh, man, I missed it."
•College Press Service

*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*
Hey, you. Yeah, you cheap dolt attracted to ads beginning with the word "free." The
Central Florida Future is giving away free tickets to The Getaway. So stop by our
office in the University Shoppes and pick yours up. Or pay $6 to sec it. See if we care.
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Dazed and Confused propels viewer
on a journey through a forgotten time
Linklater explores the disco/bell-bottom era of the 1970s

)

"The '70s. They obviously
sucked!"
Well I'm too young to genuinely come to such a conclusion,
and personally I don't care if they
did or not. From the Austin-based
director who brought you the totally unconventional and (not to
mention) kick-ass film Slacker,
Richard Linklater'~ second film,

ti on "What the h~ll do you want to
do with your life? ... Smoke pot."
- that's how Rory Cochrane's
character would respond. He also

Dazed and Confuseddoesn'tcome

.,

close to the word "suck." Set in
1976, the yearof the bicentennial,
the film follows the last day of
school for a group of highschoolers who get caught up in a
bit too much tradition. Linklater
stays with his characters from the
classroom, through their cars and
to the big keg party, all the while
developing an appeal for each
character. Like Slacker, Linklater
once again follows his characters
in and out of their environments in
a totally random fashion. Also,
like his first film, his characters
bring the story some depth and
feeling: Dazed and Confused is
full of classic characters. One
character plays a young Seinfeld
type, whose main goal in life is to
dance. Another plays a football
jock, who is caught up in the ques-

' B. F.A:? B. F.D.
I'm through
with the whole,,
wan k-a-rama.

seems to answer that question very
easily and without hesitation. Like
Sean Penn's Jeff Spicoli in Fast
Times at Ridgemont High,

Cochrane's Slater is unforgettable.

His character is stoned every time
we see him and is full of stories of
the holy weed. Even after the party .
is over, Slater is still going. When
someone asks what they should
do next, he promptly replies, "I
got a great idea! Let's go smoke a
big fat one on the 50-yard line."
Full of Mustangs, freshman
paddle spankings, football, an ul- Getting Buued with Friends in "Dazed and Confused"
tra-smooth soundtrack that seems
to guide you through the '70s, and
plenty of marijuana, Dazed and
Confused is one of those films we
will be renting over and over again,
so we can memorize the one-liners. Like the ad says, "See it with
a bud." I'm just not sure whether
that refers to a friend or a joint.
•Derek Krause
Revelation Writer

BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT
LOVE IN THE '90s.
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Until there•s a cure,
there's the ·
· American Diabetes ...
Association. ·

ACceptedat
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than you were.
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Into the Great Wide Open
A Prologue to the Ultimate Road Trip
Whether it was the Old Milwaukee commercials displaying
two young adventurers taking off
for the great wide open in an RV
stocked with cold brew and prime
rib that influenced us the most, or
just the nagging pressures of 4000
level classes, parents threatening
to discontinue financial assistance and demanding babes that
convinced us to go is uncertain.
Whatever the inspiration,
early one morning in June, my
longtime friend and I loaded up a
Chevy Blazer with the bare necessities of life and headed north
up Interstate 95 as the sun woke
up the dreary town of Titusvil1e
where we grew up.
I knew my fellow adventurer
since we were both 12 years old,
when I struck him out three times
in a little league game. He still
maintains that he belted two
triples off my struggling pre-puberty fastball, but stories of that
sort should be stored away for
the grandchildren. Needless to
say, we trusted one another with
our existence, considering the unfamiliar terrain we were about to
explore.
A cross-country excursion at
the end of four years of college is
always beneficial to the graduate
seeking to stretch out his wings

and explore the possibilities of the
open range before being sucked
into the ever-downward spiralling
nine-to-five society of insuranceselling yuppies being suffocated
by rayon ties. But in our case, we
were just providing ourselves with
a short intermission as we trekked
along the never-ending six-year
plan.
The excursion, planned for two
months, did not receive a friendly
approval from parents or girlfriend
alike. The parents proceeded to
disconnect all financial ties, and
the love of my life attempted to
disconnect everything else. It was
a tough call, but after long and
careful consideration, some financial assistance from a pal that sat
high atop his pyramid and the hope
that there would be more longlegged cheerleaders in my future, I
chugged down a ~iller Genuine
Draft, toked on a Tampa Nugget
and did my best Jack Kerouac/
Thelma and Louise impression. I
wanted to leave behind all that was
safe and secure in an attempt to
experience the real world in the
for!fl of rebellious warriors of a
new renaissance period. As we
climbed northward on Interstate
95, we compared fantasies of beautiful blonde biker chicks and barroom brawls, vast horizons of the

INTERNATIONAL Calculator
and Computer
• Full line of
•HP 48GX Grnphic
HP scientific & Expandable
business
The hest calculator for
calculators.
your education and your
•HP lOB
career - 128KB of RAM
•HP 17BII
•HP95LX
built in, plus expandability.
Palm Top
•HP 48G Graphic
Computer
32-KB RAM built in.
•HPIOOLX
All HP 48GX features
Palm Top
Computer
included except plug-in option.

Midwestern plains and the snowcovered peaks of Colorado.
Little did we know, all is not
what it seems in the great wide
open. Between the nappy-haired,
jagged-toothed snarl of the oddscented biker babes and the drivefor-30-m in utes-then-rest-the-radiator-for-two-hours stretch between Kansas and Colorado, our
fantasies turned into nightmares as
we began to expect and accept the
worst. Dreams of Eastwood-like
barroom brawls became the realization of dreary one-bum pool
halls where locals named Fat Al
and One-Armed Bob complained
of "hogs in their holler" as they
attempted unsuccessfully to stomp
out a Lynyrd Skynyrd tune with
their mud-covered Dickies. An attempt to strike up an argument
usually ended in a deranged act of
hospitality in which they offered
up a swig off a Copenhagen-covered rim of a Black Label Light.
Our storage of alcoholic refreshments and generously-cut steaks
soon depleted into a few cans of
Starkist and a half-gallon bottle of
Jack Daniels, infiltrated with unfamiliar chunks oflea ves, most like! y
originating from the lack of a spit
cup.
The nonexistence of soap and
water for indefinite periods be-

came one of the more positive aspects of the journey. We found that
the longer we abstained from bathing, the less likely we had to deal
with wild animals attacking the
campsite as we slept on the cold,
hard gravel.
The consistent reinforcement of
our self-proclaimed "Tough guy"
image and our "Rebellious" standard of life drained into a lessglamorous label of "Stupid Fools."
The plight with the parents over a
set graduation date became a pleasant memory, and after experiencing the hairy-legged chick in Jackson Hole, Wyo., visions of my exgirlfriend simulated the beach
scene in the movie "10," where
Dudley Moore falls into the arms
of Bo Derek. Motley Crue's
"Home Sweet Home" became my
theme song as we trodged down
the California coast with $18 in
our cash fund.
My dreams became resentful; I
now envisioned Jack Kerouac
added to the back seat of Thelma's
convertible as it went flying into
the depths of the Grand Canyon.
All truly was not what it seemed.
Actually, nothing was what it
seemed; instead, just a very evil
and bizarre version of the original.
However, I sit here now, bathed
with a full stomach, in friendly,

comfortable confines; I have a
new girlfriend, and my parents
were just bluffing; they helped
pay for my fifth and final term of
college, or so they think. I can
relax, a retired rebel, a James
Dean that lived to tell his story, a
frustrated student that refuse~ to
accept the system and take summer classes. And just as my
grandchildren will hear stories
of my brilliant Little League
pitching career, so they will hear
of beautiful blonde biker babes,
barroom brawls and the snowcovered peaks of the Colorado
Rockies.
•Sean Perry
Revelation Writer
Editor's .Note: "Into the
Great Wide Open:
Prologue to the Ultimate
Road Trip" is the first in a
series to.entail the unknown
adventures of Mr. Perry
during his two month trek
across the United States.
Read next week for the first
part of his story.
•Cover photo for "Into The
Great Wide Open"
taken by Sean Perry

Stetson University's Graduate Programs:

Opportunities
for Advancement
Teaching

Corrine Drive
by the Navy Base
C8II Don O'R0Ufke898•0081 2916

The Department of Teacher Education offers both thesis and non-thesis master's degree
programs in Educational Leadership, Elementary Education, Exceptional Student Education,
and Secondary Subject Matter: Biology, English and Mathematics. Educational Specialist degree
program~ are also _
offered by t~e Department in Career Teacher and Educational Leadership.
Stetson offers a reduced-tuition program to public school employees. For further information, please
contact the Office of Graduate Studies, Campus Box 8419, Stetson University, Deland, Florida
32720, phone 904 822-7075.

Counseling
The Department of Counseling offers Master of Science degrees in Mental Health
Counseling and Marriage and Fa~ily Therapy. Stetson offers a reduced~tuition program for employees of non-profit agencies. For further information, please contact the Office of Graduate Studies,
Compus Box 8419, Stetson University, Deland, Florida 32720, phone 904 822-7075.

BEDDING SALE!

· Business and Accounting
MATTRESS SETS

SPECIAL
PRICES
FOR
UCF STUDENTS
Twin $49 each

Full

$55

Queen

$69 each

each

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY DELIVERY.

4 pc. Bedroom Set

$199

(Similar to picture)

The School of Business Administration offers graduate programs in
. Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) and Master of Accountancy (M.Acc.).
A fifth~year program for accounting students is also available. Graduates of accredited
universities who have received the baccalaureate degree are eligible to apply for admission to graduate
study in the School of Business Administration. The undergraduate degree need not be in business
administration. Indeed, combining the MBA with a non-business degree is considered outstanding
career preparation in many fields. Applicants for admission to the Master of
Accountancy program must be graduates of an accredited university and must have a
baccalaureate degree in accounting or the equivalent in academic course work. For information and
.application materials, please contact the Graduate Business Office, School of Business, Campus Box
8398, Stetson University, Deland, Florida 32720, phone 904 822-7410.

English
The Department of English offers a Master of Arts degree in English and a Master
of Arts in Teaching. The Master of Arts is a flexible degree, appropriate as training for
high school or community college teaching, or as preparation for doctoral work. The M.A.T. is a
terminal degree which prepares students for teaching in the public schools. For further information,
please contact the Department of English, Campus Box 8304, Stetson University,
Deland, Florida 32720, phone 904 822-7720, or the Office of Graduate Studies, Campus Box 8419,
Stetson University, Deland, Florida 32721, phone 904 822-7075.

~ms~
Delana, rlorida 32720
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Jammin' to the music: A
guide to reggae in Orlando

•

"Girl, I wanna make you sweat
'ti] you can't sweat no more ... "
Radio listeners all over the country are jumping and gyrating to
the lively sounds of reggae music. The recent success of performers such as Inner Circle,
Shaggy and Jimmy Cliff is ushering in a new era of reggae music - that of commercial success outside the Caribbean. This
is true not only of the more conventional brands of reggae such
as Maxi Priest, but also danceha11
artists such as Shabba Ranks and
Super Cat, who have carved their
own niches in the R&B and rap
genr.:!s.
Like any other major United
States city, Orlando has a "reggae
scene" of its own, complete with
a great crop of Jive bands, most
notably Exodus, Mattox International and Deja, who are made
up of UCF students and alumni.
If you prefer the music of DJs, .
there are also clubs that cater to
every reggae fan's liking, including hybrids of reggae and hiphop, reggae and soca and just
/ plain reggae .
If you are interested in getting
to know a whole new culture (the
culture of reggae music), then
here is a list of the major reggae
happenings in Orlando:
All Nations Restaurant and
Lounge Sunday nights at All
Nations is free for college students with identification. This is
probably the best way to start
your journey into reggae music.
Thursday night is ladies' night,
Friday night the band Mattox
International performs and Saturday nights a DJ spins every
kind of reggae music you can
imagine, from dancehall to lovers' rock as well as lively calypso and soca music.
Calabash Lounge Thursday
through Saturday nights the Calabash Lounge's resident DJ spins
the latest in reggae and soca
music. The lounge is always
packed and the dance floor is
small, so there is a very crowded
atmosphere.
Celebrities On Thursday
nights a live reggae and 5oca

band plays. The club is very roomy, from time to time, so you might
and for a band, that is not a very want to call head before going.
The Edge Wednesday and
good setting.
Club Le Caribbean Thursday Saturday night, the back of the
through Sunday night, the resident Edge is where you can find the
band Exodus playing music along
DJ plays reggae and soca music.
side
a DJ. }:'he outside atmosphere
Crazy Wings Thursday night, a
is
good
as long as the weather is
live band plays reggae and soca
music. It is a good atmosphere for good.
The Mill (Winter Park) Eveating and listening to music, and if
you're adventurous enough, you can ery Thursday night the Mill has a
try out some of the reggae dances live band playing reggae music.
The Mill is a small pub setting so
such as the "butterfly."
Dekko's Sunday nights Dekko's if you just want to listen to the
is the home of "Jamaikin' Me music, it is a gcod place to go. If
Crazy," a mixture of hip-hop, reggae you are a dancer you might want
and soca. There is a DJ as well as a to try somewhere else.
Twin Towers Friday nights at
live band. Every few months
"Jamaikin' Me Crazy" moves to a this hotel across from Universal
new club, so pay attention to where Studios, Deja plays reggae and
soca music. There is no cover,
it goes.
4th Fighter Group On Satur- and there is a free seafood buffet.
days the restaurant by day becomes The small lounge is a good setting
a nightclub. It is home to a Jive band if you want to listen to some good
and DJ, who play reggae and soca music. There is no dance floor,
music.
but if the music hits you hard, as
lnternati.onal Reggae Club This it probably will, you' 11 find a way
is the one place you are guaranteed to dance.
Some of the places listed are 2 1
to experience the culture of reggae,
which includes not only the music and up on some nights and 18 and
but the dance and the clothing. There · up on others. So if you are under
is also a restaurant in the back which age, you might want to call ahead
serves Caribbean food. The club is before going.
open Thursday nights through Sun•Kisha Dunn
day nights. Reggae concerts are held

Miami to Caribbean Paradise!

KILLER DEALS to

Margarita Island! ~iC...:.~~
1 Week Packages
- parasailing - snorkeling
starting at
- scuba
- miles of beaches
-windsurf
7night.s
Budget conscious students.
2bed/2bath
Best buy in the caribbean!
Call npw for best prices
~~~~
(800) 326-0339 (212) 886-6685 .,~-m,&\
LIMITED AVAILABILTY
.,~. ·~

$399

RT air, transfers and hotel plus s2100 u.s. departure tax .

TOURS INTERNATIONAL

ARBOUR VILIAGE APARTMENTS
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Ortando, FL32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Private Clubhouse

•
•
•
•
•

• Breakfast bars
· • 25 acres of wooded atmosphere

2 pools & sauna
Complete fitness center •
•
Sand volleyball court
•
Li,ghted tennis court
Lighted basketball court •
•
• 2 laundry facilities

•

Oirecl1ons: From University Blvd ..
Lum right on Alafaya Trail. on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). tum
left on Alafaya Trail. on the left.

Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UC"h'
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

•
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Strictly

ConfidentialJ
At Life File, a walk-in laboratory
testing center, you can get a full range
of HN and immune status blood tests
with or without a doctor's orders.
No appointment is needed. You're on
your way in about 10 minutes. And
because our prices are so reasonable,
you can afford to keep better track of
your health. Plus, you get test results .
and explanations that make sense.
Stop by Life File, where laboratory
testing is quicl<, convenient,
accurate, affordable, and, of course,
strictly confidential

A Walk-In Laboratory
Testing Center

7113 University Blvd.,
Winter Park, FL 32792
[407) 678-7118
Fax 1407) 678-8988
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Craig and Justin cook up groundhogs
What to buy and what to avoid at the record store
Horace Pinker
Power Tools
(Justice Records)

.

Yes! They finally have a fullJength release. And well worth
the wait! After three 7-inches,
Horace Pinker brings in 1994 with
their first LP. Power Tools is an
amazing conglomeration of 14 of
their newest tracks. Their extremely melodic power punk
sound is easily expressed through
such tunes as "Bottom Line,"
"Punker Than G .B .H." and
"Power Tools." Scott Eastman,
Bill Ramsey and Bryan Jones and
the guys make Horace Pinker so
rad! This is a must have; go get it!
•Craig Mazer

who is rea11y to decide. Don't buy,
borrow or eve steal this album.
Don't even touch this. It is the
worst "progressive, alternative,
college radio" I've heard since
Gavin Macleod sang "Evita."

like in ."Clap Your Hands." Phife
and Q-Tip are at their best. It is a
definite buy. If you can't afford it,
borrow it. ATCQ has plenty to
say.
•Justin Best

•Justin Best
A Tribe Called Quest
Midnight Marauders
(Jive Records)

Downy Mildew
Slow Sky
(High Street Records)

Sun brain
Peifection Lies
(Grass)
"Powerful rock n' ro11 meets punk
rock" is the best description I can
come up with. And that's good,
and it sounds good, and it is good.
It's Sunbrain with their latest album Peifection Lies . Dondero,
Nail, Hallauer and Glickman have
their shit together and pack an
amazing sound in all of their 12
tracks. My personal fav6rites are
"Gravity" (powerful and melodic),
''Try" (reminds me of old Replacements) and "Pressure Face" (great
punk with an even better bass line).
This is another one you ought to
check out.

This album blows, yet, at the same
time, it sucks. I can't decide what
it does more, suck or blow. I suppose it sucks more than it blows;

ARE YOU MISUNDERSTOOD?

DasEFX
Straight Up Sewaside
(East/West Records)

I hadn't listened to S.N.F.U. since
ninth grade. I didn't know what I
had been missing. This stuff is
very, very good; melodic with a
' very powerful edge. With this, their
fifth full-length release, Chi Pig,
Bunnt Belke, Muc Belke, Buck
Johnson and Davey-boy Rees bring
their powerful sound out again in
what is sure to be their best yet!
Canada has definitely provided us
with a great band.

Dre and Skoob, the Kings oflncoherent Rap, are back. Das EFX are
back with their newest album,
Straight Up Sewaside, and it's
damn good. It's got everything
the first album had, including their
clueless rapping style of throwing
rhymes about subjects from Oscar
Meyer to Tawana Brawley. This
new album isn't as fun as the first,
but, musically and lyrically , it is
definitely king-sized.

•Craig Mazer

•Justin Best

G~YS! ! ! DO YOU NEED COMPASSION?

B£AVTlfVl GlRlSuvem

TALKTO

.

'

ALL WAITING TO HEAR FROM YOU!
(ff}@fl@[fj(§;@WIJrtJ&r!, <f,@@rrJ(!,[fj:glJrtO@@:g!ff
Talk live one-on-one - CALL NOW!!!
* 24 HOURS A DAY *
1-900-407-2273 Ext. 2225

•Craig Mazer
S.N.F.U.
Something Green and Leafy This
Way Comes
(Epitaph)

This new disc is slam min' and
groovin' and, in no way, does it
suck or blow. It is chock foll of
stories like "Eight Million Stories" as well as old retro-rap beats

$3.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Procall Co. (602) 631-0615
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AIR FORCE ROTC?

·-

BENEFITS

+

2 Year Scholarship

G~aranteed

0

Cf)

to Juniors

..

Q)

- Any academic major, 2.5 cum GPA.

u

cQ)

term 2.35 GPA, under age 23
- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 in books each semester

+

·ca
·-u
u

3 Year Scholarship to Qua:d'ied Sophomores

Cf)

- Technical, Nursing, and Pre ·Health Majors
- Pays fuli tuition, books, and fees each f:emester

0

+

$100 Per Month for Expenses

+

Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation

+

Guaranteed Starting Salary $23,300 to
$38,500 in Jusi 4 Years
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CONTACT
~
UCF AIR FORCE ROTC ~~~...
(407) UCF-1-AIR
( 407) 823-124 7..

The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips ,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It does not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.

Cf)

Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for
the Two Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94.
Don't wait until it's too late to start your application!

~

The florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

~

Cit

;l ·

I

L

~

Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 27 - June 16
May 6 - May 26
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18
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Lack of any plot
probable cause for
Intersection crash
New movie has bad acting and no plot
An architect, torn between the
woman he loves and the woman he
used to love, crashes in a massive
car wreck. Well that's it. That's
the basic story behind Intersection, a dull new film from Mark
Rydell. Like most films, the story
is told in the opening scene and is
summed up in ·the ending scene.
_, However, in Intersection, the inbetween part is worthless, and in
all essence, unnecessary. The audience is taken through 20-some
flashbacks that are supposed to
help us take an interest in the main
character's dilemma. Unfortunately, all this film does is waste
time and space, and it once again
shows just how bad of an actress
Sharon Stone truly is. Stone (the
wife) however, isn'talone; her two
co-stars, Richard Gere (the architect) and Lolita Davidovich (the
"other" woman), aren'texactly putting everything into their roles, either. All three appear to be "just
going through the motions," as if
they were rehearsing their parts.
Their performances only enhance

the Lack of drama, emotion and
excitement the film is supposed to
portray. In one of the worst acting
performances I've ever seen and
probably the worst sex scenes ever
filmed, Stone screws Gere quickly,
gets up and walks away. I wondered if in fact the scene was actually supposed to be suspenseful,
or it was just a comedy sketch
accidentally put into the final cut.

Richard Gere and Sharon Stone deep in thought in "Intersection"

The performances themselves
lack so much enthusiasm that the
film itself turns out to be a complete
joke. Theonlywaylmadeitthrough
this second-hand Hollywood trash
was to attempt to find some inaccuracies in the film itself. If you look
at Stone in her (supposed) 20s,
you'll see perhaps one of the worst
make-up jobs in the business. I
swear, I saw Stone's long, free-

Courtesy/Paranwunr

flowing, silvery weave (with attachable blue and white head bands) slip
when she was in the bathroom. Also,
just a question: why, when Gere and
Davidovich are shown swimming underwater, Gere is wearing shorts and
she's naked? What's up?
Intersection bites.
•Derek Krause
Revelation Writer

Get excellence iri dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
Im Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
co111fo1table care for over eight years. · And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
. 524, an 589 value .. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Onlyfor U.C.F. Students with Valid i.I)..

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
'

(an $89 value} includes:
Health history taken •Check for loose fillings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
c'all today, because this offer ends /i/30/94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Cenilit'd: D.:ntal Implant Prosthetics
~lcmhl.'r: Am<.?rican Dental Association,
.
Ar:1clemr of General Dentistry, Academy for
. Spons Dt'ntistry. Florida Dental Association,
Gr<":tter Orlando Demal Society
Team Dentist: Unlv.erslty oC Cen.tral Florlda1

17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817

(Comer of H\vY, 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

<>lhl'r ixrson f<!Sponsible for parmcnt h:ts th<.' right 10 rduse 10 pay, caned p:iyment, or he reimbursed for paym<!nl fnr any othC'r s~f'\·icc, cx:1111ina1ion. or trca11m:111 whkh is
pdf<>rni<·d as a rcsult of :ind "i1hin "'1 hours of responding to the adwniscment for the fr1.:c, di~-:ountcd fo<\ or r<!duced f.:c :<ervicc . .:x:11nin:11ion, or trl':1tnwn1.
It is our <iffa·., policy 1h:1t 1he palicnt :ind

:111)'

LSAT•GRE•GMAT
PREP COURSE

Campus Ministry and Student Government
present

STUDENT DISCOUNT

ORLANDO•COCOA•DELAND
Michael Tierney

Testing Specialist

( 407) 7 40-0003
Small Classes & Top Scores

When you want
to work hard,
we make it easy.

e

Kaplan and only Kaplan has
centers. These are comfortable
places where you can come
and find staff, students,
libraries, tapes, practice tests.
If you start our course in
Michigan, you can finish it in
Hawaii. If you miss a class,
you can make it up.
Day's, evenings, weekends.

Convenience is

A teleconference to explore new and
creative approches to wrnking for~.

WHERE:

,. iLD

e

~

PiZZa

WHAT:

Tow n Meeting
Tel •conference

WHEN:

We dnesday
F EB. 2nd

8:00 p.111. Easte

Standard Tune

~

SC'i.A

GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP·TEST

"'1
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Several super commercials a big part of this year's Super Bowl

Football season culminated Sunday
with what is possibly the most-watched
program of the year. The teams love it and
the fans love it.
And the network loves that. And so do
advertisers. So in the last decade the Super
Bowl has become a long awaited event.
And if the game isn't entertaining enough,
the commercials make it a program not to
be missed.
Advertisers have rode the wave of excitement and anticipation and used the Super Bowl to launch new products, campaigns or just strut their best stuff.
Now, nothing this year had the hype of
last year's Shaq commercial (which was a
big disappointment), but there were some
good adsto be seen while the Bills were on
the sidelines trying to figure out what they
were doing wrong.
Honor of my top pick goes to the commercial with the best ongoing campaign,
though I would never eat there, McDonald's.
You didn ' t have to think a lot about the
message, it was entertaining and memorable.
The addition of Charles Barkley added
a new element to make the commercial
funnier and not the same old thing.
McDonald's knows a good thing when they
see it and they were smart to continue
milking this campaign.
A close second is for the best commercial from ·an advertiser's perspective, the
Lipton Ice Tea commercial with Bo Jackson. The commercial is fast-paced, funny
and shows the product label as many times
as possible without taking away from the
story-line. Lipton couldn't ask for more.
My third place choice goes to the company with apparently the best feel for the
viewing audience. Norwegian Cruise Lines
is one of the only companies to acknowledge the growing female audienc;e.
Granted, the game didn't attract as
many women as the half-time show. But in
the throngs of commercial spots aimed at
the testosterone in the audience, the woman
and man under a shower answering the
question of how to fall in love again was a
welcomed sight. And I'm willing to bet I

lll lfl llll

f:tllltil1!

wasn't the only lady who sat up and took
notice. Naturally Trivial wouldn't like this
one. It was just a plain woman, no
supermodel.
Now, as for Trivial Trylko's picks, he
is obviously not an advertising major. And
he has no taste in commercials.
The Bud Bowl? Nice use of graphics,
but it's a little old. And everyone knew Bud
Lite had to win this year. I did like the
ending, but the whole campaign is old.
The Doritos ad was cute, but I couldn't
believe Chevy Chase degraded himself like
that. It made him look bad. I can't believe
someone even approached him with the
idea.
Need I even mention the Pepsi ad?
Trivial, your true colors are showing on
this one. You can dream all you want about
Cindy, but she won't start hanging out with
you, even if you do start drinking Pepsi.
You've got a better chance with Rodney
Dangerfield. Of course, if he reads your .
columns, he'll give you no respect.
Now, the Pepsi commercial was bad,
but the Shaqui_lle O'Neal takes the cake for
the worst commercial, for the second year
in a row.
I don't even know what he was selling.
Pepsi? Shoes? His new rap album? (Which,
based on the demonstration, can't be very
good.)There is no doubt in my mind that the
Super Bowl will continue to be a showcase of
the best and the brightest of the advertising
business. And at $900,000 for a 30-second
spot, the networks certainly hope so.
Stand and cheer football fans, and give
credit to the Bills. They've been AFC
champs four years in a row.

Score one for the Official Word columnist. One week ago in this very space I
joined the very full Dallas Cowboys' bandwagon and predicted a 31-13 Dallas Super
Bowl victory over Buffalo. Oops, one point
off.
Ms. Duncanson, you must be glad the
NFL season is over. Your New York Giants
showed incredible playoff meekness and
the Bills, I mean BiLLLLs, proved a team
really can lose four straight 'super Bowls.
While Sunday's game was a secondhalf dud, the commercials descve a look
back.
As usual, Ms. Duncanson and I disagree
on which ads were the most effective.
Without a doubt, Cindy Crawford's
Pepsi spot was the funniest 45 seconds of
the evening. The woman definitely knows
how to sell soda. Plus, "Seinfeld's" Kramer
character provided an element of comic
relief the Pepsi folks needed in the wake of
their long association with Micha~l Jackson.
My second favorite spot involved Chevy
Chase and Doritos. Chase's late-night show
was a bomb, but this 60 seconds was a hoot.
You've got to appreciate Chase's ~omic
timing, as he poked fun at his rocky few
weeks on Fox. By the way, Doritos' sales
rose 12 percent following the comedian's
last commercial. He must be doing something right.
Rounding out my top three is the Bud
Bowl series of spots. Fast becoming a Super Bowl tradition , th~ ads featured Mike
Ditka and a cast of beer bottles. During
Super Bowl week, Bud held a press conference to promote the beer battle and throngs

NEED CONTACTS?
~
vrsrn

MAITLAND

CENTER

is welcoming
UCF Students with the following offer:
A
10% Professional
Disposable
V
Courtesy
-Contacts

$20.00 per 6 pack

on examinations &contact lens fitting

540 E. Horatio Ave. • Maitland

647-2020
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1) Tonya Harding will be
released from jail

of media attended. That's proof positive
it's caught on.
Dud of the game honors go to the Wavy
Lays ad featuring former Vice-President ~
Dan Quayle.
Didn't the man humiliate himself
enough when he followed George Bush
around for four years? Quayle couldn't
spell potato and he can't act. However, he
suceeded in tarnishing one of the most
important posts in government.
Thanks Wavy Lays for a silly commercial and a boring halftime show.
I wonder about Ms. Duncanson's judgement sometimes.
She's an advertising major, but was
impressed by the Norwegian Cruise Lines '
ads. C'mon, they had no placeairing during
the game. It makes no sense to me. They
were stupid, plain and simple. Save those
spots for the Lifetime cable channel.
As for the Bo Jackson commercials,
they were alright but isn't Bo losing his
appeal as a pitchman. He was an incredible
story a few years ago, but he's washed up
now. Heck, he's now aCaliforniaAngel for
crying out loud. Anyway, I don't think too
many people believe in his speed, as was
stressed in the ad.
How long will McDonald ' s hang onto
Michael Jordan? I'm getting a bit tired of
· the ex-Chicago star selling burgers', shoes
and Gatorade. Charles Barkley was the star
of the golden arches Super hyped spot and
McDonald's should utilize his personality
in their ad campaign.
I agree with Ms. Duncanson that Shaq's
ad was a bit bizarre. Dark and brooding,
much like the oversized star himself, the
commercials were a real downer. Keep
dunking and we'll forgive the lame pitching.
n
The NFL season is over and most of
these commercials will soon fade from
memory.
' But, Cindy Crawford holding a cold can
of Pepsi will definitely stay with me for
awhile.
Until next week., remember, the sports
beat goes on

11/fl/ll~l'I
Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

f

Roadway Package Syste111,.
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm-9:30 pm

Salary is $7 per hour
Dr. Susan Scott
UCF Alumni

Dr. Robert Wilson

•Requirt s valtd UCF ID
•The pahenl and ON( alher person responsible for paymenr ha$ a nghl re refuse to Pat. cancel payment or reirnbu<Sed lor payment for
ony other se<Vtee.exommohon, or trealmenl which is performed as a resu~ of and within 72 hours of rPSpondrng lo lhe odver1tsemeol
for lhe free, discounled lee. or reduced fee servrce, exo:nrrohon. or treatmenl

•'

Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715
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Wanted:

The Lady Knights entered the
game in second place in the TAAC.
But the loss, coupled with a Southeastern Louisiana victory, put UCF in a tie
for third with Stetson. The Lady Hatters will be in town Saturday for a
game with the Lady Knights.

·'

Unloved, wrecked junk cars, trucks,
jeeps, and vans. Call from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. everyday.

657-7698
•

KNIGHTS
from P•I• 24

us," said Speraw. "It feels good to
be back home."
The Knights host Georgia State
this Thursday in the UCF Arena.
After losing earlier this season to the
Panthers in Atlanta, the Knights can
even the score and improve their
conference record with a win.
Speraw's confident UCF's strong
play can bnng fans out to see UCF' s
exciting brand of basketball. Tipoff is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

•

HOOP 'N HOLLER NIGHT
Monday's game between
the UCF Golden Knights and
the South Florida Bulls will be
"Hoop 'n Holler Night" for
UCF fans.
The group with the most
enthusiastic crowd will win
prizes. So, wear crazy clothes,
dress identically, bring all your
friends and make plenty of
noise~
The game begins at
7:30 in the UCF Arena.
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Student Special ! ! !
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,---------------,
*FREE
TAAC MEN'S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Conference

I
I

All games

ENR~;;~~~~AiITH !
PROGRAM WITH l

W-L
13-3
11-5
10-5

THIS COUPON
I
STUDENTS $19.95 l
PER MONTH
I
~---------------J

(through Ja/nuary 31)

W-L
College of Charleston 6-2
UCF
5-3
Centenary
5-3
Florida International 5-3
Stetson
4-4
Southeastern La.
4-4
3-5
Georgia St
Samford
2-6
l\.1ercer
2-6
Florida Atlantic*
*FAU will begin T AAC play in 1995-96

9-9
7-8
. 6-9

7-10
7-11
4-14

0-19
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FITNESS
CONNECTION ~ ~
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•Friendly Atmosphere
• Personal Training
• Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
•Free Weights
•Aerobics
• Exercise cycles
• Stairclimbers
• Turbo Bikes
• Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
•Weight Loss
•Juice Bar
•Nursery
• Private Lockers
• Private Showers

E S
Ny

E.COLONIALDR./STATERD.50 ~ ~
D .

HOURS
MON-THURS
SATURDAY

6 AM·11 PM
9 AM-8 PM

FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM·S PM

6615 E. COLONIAL DR. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000

.

~~The

International Student Association and the ·=:=:.·:== -_._}=
=
·

to help celebrate the
YEAR OF THE DOG
for more information contact: Joanna McCull at 823-5504

I
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Men win fourth slraight and pick up 2 key TAAC wins
on their home court, made a pair of runs to
close the gap to 70-69 with just five minutes
left to play. The Knights answered, however,
by making nine consecutive free throws to put
After winning their 10th and 11th games
the game away and hand Centenary their firsfthis week, the Golden Knights have already
home loss of the season.
surpassed their 1992-93 victory total. Two
Also contributing for the Knights were
big road wins have rocketed the Golden
juniors Patrick Butts and Ochiel Swaby with
Knights into second place in the Trans America
21 and 14 points respectively. Senior Victor
Athletic Conference, just a game behind the
Saxton added 17 points.
College of Charleston.
Saxton has been a consistent force for the
After having trouble early in the season
Knights and has put up big numbers recently,
away from home the Knights have turned
earning TAAC Player of the Week honors.
their road play around, winning their last four
Through 16 games, he is averaging 16 points
games away from the UCF Arena. Good
per game, sixth in the conference, and is
shooting as well as career and season highs
pulling down 5.6 rebounds per game.
boosted UCF to a 5-3 conference record and
The Knights then travelled to Hammond,
a 11-5 overall mark.
Louisiana Saturday to challenge Southeast"We're playing together more, we're playern Louisiana University. The Lions shot just
ing better defensively and we're shooting the ·
35 percent from the field while UCF rode a
ball better," said head coach Kirk Speraw.
career high 32-point performance from Swaby
"[The players] have gotten tougher mentally
to a 92-80 win.
in their approach."
At the half, the Knights again had the lead
Forward Reid Ketteler echoed Speraw
50-43 extending it to 62-45 on four consecuadding, "If we continue playing the way we
tive three-pointers after the break. But the
are, we will fare well."
Lions then went on a 21-7 run to close the gap
The Knights played tough Thursday and
to 69-66 with 8:32 left. And with 5:19 on the
were led by junior guard Darryl Davis in an
clock they went ahead on a Greg Winnier
89-82 victory over Centenary. Davis, who led
three-pointer 73- 72.
UCF in scoring last year with 18.1 points per
This was the second game in a row that the
game,hashadaslowstartaveragingonly 11.3
Knights saw a big lead disappear.
points per game before the road trip. Davis
"In both cases we slacked off defensively,"
had been shooting 36 percent from the field,
said Speraw. "We responded when they did
but he broke out of his slump making 10of14
close the gap."
and scoring a season high 26 points.
·Respond they did as Butts sank a three"[Davis] has stepped up in the last two
pointer and the Knights again made important
games and shot the ball like he is capabl~,"
free throws down the stretch to secure the
said Speraw.
victory.
Davis also grabbed 10 rebounds to go
UCF's four-game winning streak has lifted
along with senior James Walker's 13 boards.
the Knights.
UCF is ranked 10th in the nation in rebound"It's a real big confidence booster," said
ing margin over their opponents, but the
Kettel er.
Knights were edged 46-38 on the glass deThe Knights hope to continue that success
spite Walker's and Davis' contribution.
as they play their next three games at home.
UCF went into the locker room at the half
"January was a long and tough month for
ahead 40-35 ·and stretched the lead to 14
Junior Chuck Roberts and the Knights are off to a hot start and return home for three games beginning
points. The Gents, who were not to be outdone
See KNIGHTS, page 23 tomorrow night versus Georgia State. (DeHoog/ Future)
by TONY HUTCHESON

Conbibuting Reporter

Lady Knights remain competitive,
but drop 2 games and fall to 5-11
by JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Some teams in the Trans America
Athletic Conference would look at a
match-up with Florida International
University and be intimidated. They
might think about their 16th in the
nation ranking and hope to stay within
50 points of the talented Panther team.
But not the Lady Knights. They
wanted to give the TAAC leaders a
run for their money.
They didn't challenge well in the
firsl half. UCF went into the break
with a 26-point deficit
But the second half was an entirely different story. UCF outscored
the Lady Panthers, 43-42. But despite
the good performance, FIU won, 9267.
"(UCF) played well In the second," said UCF head coach Jerry
Richardson. "But we dug a big hole."
Richardson said the loss taught
the Knights a thing or two.
''It' alearningexperience. We'll
have to execute better. We're gonna

have to work harder in the off-season.
But we're headed in the right direction. We gave thein (FIU) a couple of
things to think about"
Sophomore Tamika Coley put
up 14 points and brought down 15
rebounds before fouling out late in the
second half. Center Debby Batz led
the scoring effort with 15 and junior
LaTonya Johnson added 10.
Coley is averaging 21 pointsper-game, good enough to make her
second in the TAAC and 29th in the
nationinscoring.SheisalsotheTAAC
rebounding leader. Coley was pitted
against the top scorer in the TAAC
and the 27th top scorer in the nation,
FIU center AJbena Branzova, a 6-5
junior. Branzova had only 20 points.
Coley said the match-up taught her
something.
''It can be rough down low," sald
Coley. ''Butjust because you 're small,
you can still play with them. It helped
my whole game."
.
Coley didn't need the help earlier
in the week as she made 22 points and
grabbed 18 boards againstFAU.

The FAU game had an added
challege for the women, who have to
combat a dwindling bench. The team
has lost three players this season, the
latest one was point guard TaraGibson,
who left the team earlier this week.
Missy Briscoe started in the position
against FAU. She seemed to handle
the job with ease, dishing out five
assists and scoring 14 points.
''I'm very comfortable with the
job," Briscoe said. "My teammates
ran the offense right and helped me
out."
"I'm really proud of the girls, the
way they stepped up," Richardsonsaid. "\Ve'rematuring, that's how we
need to play late in the year."
Thewomen'steamis5-l loverall, adding two losses this week to
Louisiana State, 81-63, andFIU. UCF
put one in the win column with a 9267 victory over future TAAC foe
FloridaAtlantic University.FAD will
beeligibleforconferenceplay in 199495.
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TONIGHT

Women's Basketball @Florida International 7 p.m.

THURSDAY
Men's Basketball vs. Georgia State 7:30 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9, WOT AM 540)

SATURDAY
Men's Rugby @University of South Florida 2 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Samford 2 p.m.
(WOT AM540)
Women's Basketball vs. Stetson 4 p.m.

MONDAY
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Webber 2 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. South Florida 7:30 p.m.
(WUCF FM 89.9, Sunshine Network TV)

SUNDAY
Baseball @ Rollins 1 p.m.

TUESDAY
Baseball @ Bethune-Cookman 3 p.m.

See LADY KNIGHTS, page 23
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